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CHAPTER l 

INTRODUCTION 

l. Historical introduction. A Hausdorff topological space 

is called H-closed (Hausdorff closed), or absolutely closed, 

if it is closed in every Hausdorff space in which it is 

embedded. The concept of H-closure was introduced by Alex-

androff and Urysohn [AU] in 1924. An H-closed space is called 

an H-closed extension of each of its dense subspaces. In 

1930, Tychonoff [Ty] showed that every Hausdorff space can be 

embedded, but not necessarily as a dense subspace, in an H-

closed space. Then Stone [St, Thm. 52, p. 435] in 1937 

showed that every Hausdorff space has an H-closed extension. 

Katetov [Kl] outlined a method for constructing an H-closed 

extension of an arbitrary Hausdorff space in 1940; the 

extension so constructed is now called the Katetov extension. 

The Katetov extension was shown by Katetov [Kl] to have 

properties analogous to some of the properties of the Stone-

Cech compactification of an arbitrary completely regular 

Hausdorff space. Fomin described [Fo] other H-closed extensions 

for arbitrary Hausdorff spaces, in 1940. Alexandroff remarked 

[A2] in 1960 that no method of systematically determining the 

H-closed extensions of a Hausdorff space had been found. This 

problem is simplified somewhat by considering equivalence 

classes which are implicit in some of Banaschewski's work and 

in that of Iliadis and Fomin. 
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In 1964, Banaschewski [Ba] showed that any T0-extension 

of a T0-space (X,T) can be realized as a topologization of a 

collection of open filters on (X,T), At the same time, he 

defi~ed simple extensions and gave an alternative definition 

of strict extensions, which had been introduced by Stone [St]. 

He noted that the Katetov extension is a simple extension, but 

did not mention Fomin's work, or the fact that the Fomin 

extensions are strict extensions, although Katetov [K2] in 

1947 showed that the Fomin extensions are strict. Banaschewski 

also showed [Ba] that every extension has an associated strict 

extension and an associated simple extension, both unique up to 

isomorphism. Iliadis and Fomin [IF] showed that every exten-

sion has associated strict and simple extensions and also that 

these are H-closed if and only if the original extension is. 

The class of all H-closed extensions of a given Hausdorff space 

is partitioned by the relation of having isomorphic associated 

strict, or simple, extensions. Thus a major step in determining 

the H-closed extensions of a given Hausdorff space wo~ld be the 

determination of the isomorphism classes of strict, or simple, 

H-closed extensions. 

Since H-closure is a generalization of the concept of 

compact Hausdorff, and compact Hausdorff extensions are always 

strict and can be obtained as completions of totally bounded 

uniformities, it seems reasonable to investigate whether or 

not a generalization of the concept of uniformity will yield 

the strict H-closed extensions. This is the approach pursued 



in this paper. It was shown by Porter and Votaw [PV] that, 

in general, there are not enough uniform-like structures on 

a set to yield all isomorphism classes of strict H-closed 

extensions of a given one of its Hausdorff topologies. But 
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a rather large class of such extensions are obtained as com-

pletions of structures called para-uniformities, which are 

moderate generalizations of the entourage concept of uniformi-

ties. Collections of such structures are then used to obtain 

a representative from each of the remaining isomorphism 

classes of strict H-closed extensions, in Chapter 4 of this 

paper. Para-uniformities are defined and investigated in 

Chapter 2. Para-uniform completions are studied in Chapter 3. 

For a given Hausdorff space, the isomorphism classes of 

strict H-closed extensions which can be obtained as para-

uniform completions are characterized as those which have 

relatively completely regular outgrowth, a phrase introduced 

in this paper. These include all those with relatively zero-

dimensional outgrowth, a class studied by Flachsmeyer [Fl]. 

It is shown here that those strict H-closed extensions with 

relatively zero-dimensional outgrowth can be obtained as the 

completion of a totally bounded para-uniformity with a transi-

tive basis, and that those with relatively completely regular 

outgrowth can be obtained as the completion of a totally 

bounded para-uniformity. 

At least three other methods of obtaining a representative 

from each isomorphism class of strict H-closed extensions of a 



given Hausdorff space may be found in the literature. Stone's 

Boolean algebraic methods give all T0-extensions of an arbi-

trary T0-space [St, Thm. 41, p. 425), but no method of distin-

guishing the H-closed extensions is given. Ivanov [Iv] in 1966 

used systems of open covers and the "stars" of open ultra-

filters in the covers to define a collection of filters. This 

collection is then topologized so as to create a filter exten-

sion, in the manner described by Alexandroff in 1939 [Al]. 

This is also the method of generating filter extensions men-

tioned above in connection with Banaschewski [Ba]. Porter and 

Votaw remarked [PV] that the necessary collection of filters 

could be obtained simply by taking a maximal separated family 

of open filters. The method of the present paper will perhaps 

provide more insight into the structure of the given space by 

providing additional structure for the extension. 

A more extensive bibliography of H-closed spaces and 

related concepts can be found in Berri, Porter and Stephenson 

[BPS]. The reader is referred to Kelley [Ke] or Bourbaki [Bl] 

for a development of uniform space theory. 

2. Basic preliminaries. Some preliminary notation and defini-

tions are given in this section. The reader is assumed to be 

familiar with the concepts and notation of elementary set 

theory and general topology, including lattices and filters 

(see, e.g., Kelley [Ke] or Bourbaki [Bl], [B2]), When (X,,) 

is said to be a topological space, it is assumed that, is a 

topology on the set X. If x & X, then ,<x> denotes the set 
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{Ge: ,Ix e: G}; and, for AS,X, 'A<x> denotes the set 

{G n A I G e: ,<x>}. The closure of A relative to the topology 

, may be denoted by cl,(A), although it will be denoted by A 

unless there is a likelihood of confusion as to which topology 

is meant. When A and Bare considered as sets, A-B denotes 

set difference. The set of positive integers is denoted by 

~. and the real line by E· 
A list of notational definitions is given below. Let X 

be a set, x e: X, AS. X and U,V S xxx. 

(1.1) U[x] {y e: XI (x,y) e: U}. 

(1. 2) U[A] U {U[a]Ja e: A}; U[0] 0. 

(1. 3) u-1 {(v,y) e: xxxJ (y,v) e: U}. 

(1.4) U•V {(v,y) e: xxxl<v,w> e: V' (w,y) e:U, for some w e: X}. 

(1. 5) t.(A) {(a,a) e: XxXla e: A}; t. t.(X). 

(1. 6) uo t,(U- I [X]) • 

(1. 7) un U•un-1, for n e: .li• 
Some set theoretic properties related to the above nota-

tional definitions are given next. Most of these are listed 

in Murdeshwar and Naimpally [MN] and are included here for 

the convenience of the reader. The proofs are omitted. Let 

X be a set, A and n index sets, and U,V,W,VaS XxX for a e: A, 

and let A,B,C,A 13 s_X for 13 e: n. A subset D£ XxX is called 

symmetric if D n- 1• 

(1.8) 

( 1. 9) 

U,V,X may be chosen so that U•V V•U. 

(1.10) U•t. u 



{l.ll) U• {a~AYa) =a~A {U•Ya); <a~AYa) •U a~A {Ya•U)' 

{1.12) U•{ n Y ) c n {U•Y ); { n Y )•Uc n {Y •U). 
a&A a - a&A a a&A a - a&A a 

{1.13) US, Y implies U•WS, Y•W and W•US, W•Y, 

{1.14) u 0 S, Y implies US, U•Y; ~(U[X])S, Y implies U£ Y•U. 

{ 1.15) { U- I ) - I 

{1.16) {U•Y)- 1 

u. 

{ 1.17) u • u- 1 , u- 1 • U, U u u- 1 , Un u- 1 are symmetric. 

{1.19) {AxB)- 1 BxA. 

{1.20) AS, B implies ~(B)[A] A. 

{1.22) U £Y implies U[A] S:Y[AJ. 

{1.23) U[x] S: Y[x) for all x & X implies US, Y. 

{1.25) <arAYa)[A] S, aPA<Ya[A]); <aPAYa)[x] 

for all x & X. 

c1.2&> uc 13 ~nAaJ 

{l. 27) {U•Y)[A] 

{ l. 2 8 ) { Ax B )[ e ] 

a~nUCAaJ; uca~nAaJ S. a~nuCAaJ • 

U[Y[A]J. 

B if en A '# 21; {AxB)[e] 21 if en A = 21. 

{1.29) u0s. U implies un S. un+i for all n & ~-

{l. 30) 

{1.31) 

{l. 32) 

{l. 33) 

{l. 34) 

uo yo 

uo s. u, 

uo s. u 

uo 21 

U0 [X] 

if and only if u- 1 [XJ y-l[X], 

yo S. y imply {Un Y) 0 uo n yo. 

implies u- 1 [X] S, U[X]. 

if and only if u = 0. 

u- 1 cxJ. 
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Additional prop~rties, related to functions, will now be 

listed with proofs oillitted. Let X, Y, ~. K be sets; let 

f X+ Y, g H+ K be functions; let A, BS X and C, D SY; 

and let U, Ui, U2 S XxX and V, Vi, V2 S YxY. For functions 

r Di+D 2 ands Ei+ E2 , define the function 

(rxs) 

by (rxs)(d,e) (r(d), s(e)) for all d & Di, e & Ei• 

(1.35) If gf exists, so does (gxg)(fxf), and (gf)x(gf)=(gxg)(fxf). 

(1. 36) 

(1. 37) 

(1. 38) 

(1.39) 

(fxf) (AxB) f(A)xf(B). 

(fxf)-i(CxD) f-icc) X f-icn). 

f(U[x]) S ((fxf)(U))[f(x)]; equality holds if f is 

injective. 

(1.40) f-i(V[f(x)]) ((fxf)-i(V))[x]. 

(1.41) (f f)(u-i) ((fxf)(U))-i. 

(1.42) (fxf)-icv-i) ((fxf)-i(V))-i. 

(1.43) (fxf)CUi•U 2) S ((fxf)CUi))•((fxf)(U2)); equality holds 

if f is injective. 

(1.44) (fxf)-i(Vi•V 2) 2 ((fxf)-i(Vi)) 0 ((fxf)-i(V2)); equality 

holds if f is surjective. 

(1.45) v 0 S V implies (f-icv-i))[X] 

The properties listed in this section will usually be 

used without specific mention. 



CHAPTER 2 

PARA-UNIFORM SPACES 

1. Para-uniformities. Para-uniform spaces are defined and 

some of their properties establishe9 in this section. A 

para-uniformity on a set X will be seen to induce, in a 

natural way, a topology on X. Further, any topology can be 

induced in this manner by a para-uniformity. The collection 

of para-uniformities on a set X form a complete lattice when 

partially ordered by set inclusion. Initial and final para-

uniformities will be investigated in section 2, and in 

section 3 some relations between topological extensions and 

para-uniformities will be derived. 

The symbol >: v:ill always denote a nonempty set. 

Definition 2.1. Let Ube a collection of nonempty 

subsets of xxx which satisfies conditions (Ul) through (US). 

(Ul) xxx e: u. 
(U2) u e: u implies u0 s u. 
(U3) u e: 1J implies un u- 1 e: u. 
(U4) u, V e: 'll and un v iJ imply there exists a W e: 11 

such that wz sun v and w0 (Ul'lV) 0 • 

(US) u e: u and US VS XxX with uo vo imply V e:U. 

Then 'II is a para-uniformity on X, and ( X, U) is a para-uniform 

space. An element of 'I/ is called an entourage. 

Note that if (U2) is strengthened to require that~ SU 

for every U e: ?I, then the para-uniformity 1/ is a uniformity. 
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Of course, in this case, some of the requirements included in 

(Ul) through (US) are redundant, but this shows the conditions 

are consistent and the collection of para-uniformities on a 

set Xis nontrivial, in general. Further examples of para-

uniformities will be given later. 

For a para-uniformity U on X and x e X, let 

U<x> {U[x]ju eU}-{il}. 

This notation is convenient in showing that U induces a 

topology on X. 

Proposition 2.2. Let (X, U) be a para-uniform space. 

Then the set { U(x)jx e X} is a neighborhood system on X. 

Proof. Xx Xe U implies Xe U(x) for every x e X. 

Now let x e X and let Ge U(x). Then there is a U e 'U, 

such chat 0 U[x] G. Then x E U[x], by (U2). Let 

U[x] SAS X and let V ({x}xA) U U. Then Ve U, by (US), 

and V[x] A, so A e 1/(x). Now let H e ?/(x) and let W E 'ti 
such that 0 W[x] H. Then (x,x) e Un W, so Un We 'U, 
by (U4) and (US). But also, x E (Un W)[x] U[x]n W[x], so 

G n He U(x). Finally, there is a symmetric Q e U such that 

Q2 SU and q0 u 0 , by (U3) and (U4) (recall that Q symmetric 

means Q q- 1 ). But then x e Q[x], so Q[x] e U(x). Since Q 

is symmetric, ye Q[y], for ye Q[x], by (U2). Thus, for 

y e Q[x], y E Q[y] S Q[Q[x]] Q2 [x] S U[x] G. Thus G E ~Cy) 

for every y e Q[x]. Hence {V(x) jx e X} is a neighborhood system 

on X-11 



The topology on X defined by the neighborhood system 

{U( x) Ix E X} , where ( X, 7/) is a para-uniform space, will be 

denoted by ,CU). Note that GE ,CV) if and only if x E G 

implies there is a U EU such that x E U[x] S G. Note that 
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if 1,/, 'V are para-uniformities on X with '// S r, then , ('Ii) S , CY). 

Definition 2.3. Let (X,U) be a para-uniform space. Then 

11 is said to be compatible with ,CV). If (X, ,CU)) is Hausdorff, 

then Uwill be called a separated, or Hausdorff, para-uniformity 

and (X,U) a separated, or Hausdorff, para-uniform space. 

Proposition 2.4. Let (X,'2/) be a para-uniform space, let 

U E 1,/ and let A, B £ X. 

(a) U- 1 [X] E ,(~). 

( b) If U is symme·cric and A is dense in X, then 

U[A] U[X] E ,(?/). 

( c) If U is symmetric, Au B is dense in X and 

U[A] SD S U[X], then U is a neighborhood of D - (U[B]). 

Proof. (a): XE u- 1 [X] implies XE (UnU- 1 )[x] £ u- 1 [X], 

by (U2), and cu n u- 1 HxJ E '2/(x), by (U3). 

(b): Since A s. x, U[A] S U[X]. Now let X E U[X]. Then 

X E U[x], since u0 s u, and An U[x] -1, 0, since A is dense in x. 
Let a E An U[x]. Then (x,a) EU, so (a,x) E u, since_U is 

symmetric. But then x E U[al S U[A]. Hence U[X] U[A]. Since 

U is symmetric, U[X~ 

(c): Let d E D-(U[B]) and let VE V such that Vis sym-

metric, V1 SU and v0 u0 • Since d E U[X] V[X], d E V[d]. 
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Now suppose y £ V[d] - D. Then y £ V(B], since 

V[d] !: V(X] V(A] U V[B], 

by (b) above and (1.26), and V[A] !: U[A] !: D. But then 

(b,y) £ V, for some b £ B. Hence (b,d) £ V2 S U, since V is 

symmetric and (d,y) £ V. Therefore, d £ U[B], a contradiction. 

Hence, V[d] S D, so Dis a neighborhood of D - (U[B]). jj 

It is convenient to consider collections with certain 

properties which generate, in a specified manner, unique para-

uniformities. This is the subject of the next few definitions 

and propositions. 

Proposition 2.5: Let (lJ be a collection of nonempty subsets 

of xxx which satisfies (U2), (U4) of Definition 2.1 and (B3) 

below. 

(B3) B £ qJ implies there is D £ 1H such that D San a- 1 and D0 B0 • 

Let 2/(B) {XxX} u ( {US, xxx l for some B £ 8, B S U and 

{fl}). Then'//(~) is the smallest para-uniformity on 

X which contains O. 
Proof. Clearly, (B S, '//((B) , U fl for all U £ i/(~), and 

"t/({8) satisfies (Ul). Let U £ i/((/]). Then there is a B £ (fl such 

that BS U and B0 u0 • But then u0 B0 !: B !: U. Thus "J/((3) 

satisfies (U2). But there is also a D £ dl such that D!:, B na- 1 

and D0 Bo' so D s u n u- 1 and D0 uo cu n u- 1 > 0 • Therefore, 

u n u- 1 £ ''t/(8), so '21<8> satisfies (U3). 

Now let U,V £ 7,/((B) with u nv fl, and let B,C £Cflwith 

BS,U,CS,V,B 0 VO • Then B n C fl , so let D £ i 



such that D2 S. B n C and D0 
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(B/1C) 0 • Then D2 S, U/1V and 

(U n V) 0 • Thus UC(/) satisfies 

(U4). And 'l/(rf3) satisZies (US) by definition of ?/(8). There-

fore, 2/(£) is a para-uniformity on X which contains 9. 
On the other hand, if Y is a para-uniformity on X such 

that 4/ S. Y, then i/(IJ) S. ii, since ,Y satisfies (Ul) and (US) of 

Definition 2.1. Hence ?/(il) is the smallest para-uniformity on 

X which contains e. 11 

Definition 2.6. Let 0 be a collection of nonempty sub-

sets of xxx which satisfies (U2), (U4) of Definition 2.1 and 

(B3) of Proposition 2.5. Then 9 is a para-uniform basis on X 

and is a basis for "/,/(fl) as defined in Proposition 2.5. 

Proposition 2. 7. Let be a collection of nonempty sub-

sets of xxx which Scttisfies condition (U2) of Definition 2.1 

and (S4) below. 

( S4) S £ .,J implies there exists a T £ ,/ such that 

T2 S S 11 s- 1 and T0 s 0 • 

Let (icj) { n:11 -.:1 is a finite subset of_,/} {2)}, where 

112) X><X. Then (i]cJ> is a para-uniform basis on X and 11<'1'>,/>> 
is t~e smallest para-uniformity on X which contains.,J. 

Proof. Clearly, ale.I> is a collection of nonempty subsets 

of X and ,JS f/<y,/). Now let 1 be a finite subset of J such that 

n7 2). Then, by finite induction on (1.31), 

en :1) 0 n {T 0 IT £ '1} s. n-J. 

Thus Be/) satisfies (U2) of Definition 2.1. For each T £ -:/, 

let F(T) £.4such that F(T) 2 S, TnT- 1 and F(T) 0 T 0 • Let 



3 = {F(T) IT e; 1}. Then :J is a finite subset of ,,I and 

< n '7> 0 , so < n -:1> fl. And 

c n :J> s. n {T n T- 1 IT e: :1} 
Thus (/Jr,,/) satisfies (B3) of Proposition 2.5. 

Now let -.:J,-:/ be finite subsets of,,/ such that Bn C fl, 

where B n -:Jr, C n 'J'. For each F e; -.Ju ':J, let A( F) e; .,/ 

such that A(F) 2 S, F and A(F) 0 Let a= {A(F) IF e; :1<u '1} 
and let A n a. Then (l is a finite subset of 4 and 

AO ( B n C) 0 fl , so A #- fl • Moreover, 

A2 s. n {A(F) 2 jF e: -:Ju1} s Bn c, 
soi<./> satisfies (U4) of Definition 2,1, Thus BW> is a 

para-uniform basis on X and ,J S, 't/ctG<,J>) . 

If ')/ is a para-uniformity on X such that .,J .S ?/, then 

(8~) S. Y, since j/ satisfies (U4) and (US) of Definition 2,1. 

Hence 'tl<v.JW>> is the smallest para-uniformity on X which 

contains .,J, by Proposition 2.5. j j 
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Definition 2.8. Let,/ be a collection of nonempty subsets 

of xxx which satisfies (U2) of Definition 2,1 and (S4) of 

Proposition 2.7. Then,/ is a para-uniform subbasis on X and 

is a subbasis for f/JW> as defined in Proposition 2,7 and for 

"t/($(4)). The para-uniformity U<BsJ>) will usually be denoted 

by Uryj>. 
With these tools, some examples of para-uniformities will 

now be given. It will be shown that every topology on Xis 

induced by a para-uniformity. 



Theorem 2.9. Let (X,T) be a topological space and let 

a be a collection of nonempty subsets of X. Let 

{AxAIA E o} and b~a) {L.(A) IA E a}. 

(a) A and b(a) are para-uniform subbases on X. 

(b) If na Ea for every finite subset 8 £ a with 

n3 # 0, then ,./and b(a) are para-uniform bases on X. 

(c) If a = T, then T('l/c)» = T. Also T('tl<,,/» T if 

and only if a is a subbasis for T, 

Proof. (a): Let A Ea. Then (AxA) 0 b(A) b(A) 0 , so 

and b(a) satisfy (U2). But (AxA)- 1 AxA = (AxA) 2 and 

b(A) b(A) 2 , so.,/ and b(a) satisfy (S4). 

(b): Assume that n 8 E a for every finite subset a£ a 

with n a # 0. Let a be a finite subset of a such that 

n {AxAIA E 8} # 0, or equivalently n {bCA) IA E 8} # 0. Then 

n a # 0, so na Ea, and c na> x c na> n{AxAIA E S}, 

bC na> = n {bCA> IA E 8}, Thus Cir)> ,,,f, so,,/ and b(a) are 

para-uniform bases on x. 
(c): Assume a£ T and let x E G E T CV~)). Then there 

is a finite subset Sc a such that x E en {AxAIA E B})[x] £ G. 

But then x E A for all A E 8, so ( n {AxAIA E f3})[x] = n 8, 

Thus G E T, since n a E T. Hence T c1'cJ>) £ T. Now assume a 

is a subbasis for T and let y EH ET, Then there is a finite 

subset y£ a such that y E nY £ H. But then 

y E ny 

so H E T ('i/<,/) ) , Thus T 

( n{DxDID E y})[y], 

T(t/(A)), if a is a subbasis for T, 



Conversely, assume that,: ,:(~'-A)) and let x £ G £ ,:. 

Then there is a finite subset S S: a such that 

x £ n S C n {AxAIA & S}Hx] S: G. 

Hence a is a subbasis for,:. I I 

Note that {AxAIA £ a} - {0} need not be a para-uniform 

basis when a is a basis for,:, since there may be A,B & a 
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with 0 ~Ana ta. The following useful proposition is related 

to this idea. 

Proposition 2.10. Let (X,'t/) be a para-uniform space, let 

<3 be a basis for V, and let..,/ be a subbasis for V. For each 

x £ X, let 6c.<> {X}U({B[x]IB cif> - {0}) and let 

,,lex) {S[xJls c_,/} {0}. Then ~(x) is a ,:(2/)-neighborhood 

base a·, >: and ,Jex) is a ,:(~)-neighborhood subbase at x. 

Proof. If U £ Wwith U XxX anc x & U[x], then there is 

a B £ fl and a finite S\.bs~t ::fls: such that JS. U, B0 u0 , 

n '.:P's U and ( n ·::h O u0 • Then X £ B[x] £ l.i[x] ancl 

n {F[x] IF £ J'} ( n.::fHx] S, U[x]. Thus &'ex) is a ,(21/>-neigh-

borhood base at x and .,/Cx) is a ,Ct/)-neighborhood subbase at x.11 

Remark. {XxX} is a para-uniformity on the set X which is 

contained in every para-uniformity on X. {XxX} induces the 

indiscrete topology on X and will be called the indiscrete 

para-uniformity on X. According to Theorem 2.9(c), the set 

{6(A)I~ ~AS, X} generates a para-uniformity Yon X which 

induces the discrete topology. Moreover, it is not difficult 

to see that every para-uniformity on Xis contained in V, so 

it will be called the discrete para-uniformity on X. 
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The question arisec rather naturally as to the possibility 

of numerou~ distinct para-uniformities compatible with a given 

topology. Or, put a~other way, which topological spaces have 

a unique compatible para-uniformity. This question is answered 

in the next proposition. 

Proposition 2.11. Let (X,T) be a topological s~ace. Then 

T has a unique compatible para-uniformity if and only if every 

nonempty element of Tis dense in X and Tis the only basis 

for T which contains 0 and X and is closed under finite inter-

sections. 

Proof. First, assume there is a GET such that 0 # G 

and G X. Then there is an HE T such that 0 ~Hand G nH = 0. 

But then the set {TxTl0 ~TE T} is a basis for a para-uniformity 

'l/ compatible with T, by Theorem 2.9(t),(c). If f3 ST such that 

n {TxTJT ES}£ (GxG) U (HxH) and 

( n {TxTJT E (3}) 0 ((GxG) U (HxH)) 0 , then 

(GUH) X (GUH) s. n{TxTJT E (3} 

Thus (GxG) U (HxH) t ~- But (GxG) U (HxH) is symmetric and 

((GxG) U (HxH)) 2 (GxG) U (HxH), hence 

{(GxG) U (HxH)} U {TxTJ 0 T E T} 

forms a subbasis for a para-uniformity compatible with T but 

distinct from 2/. 
Now assume that a is a finitely multiplicative basis for 

T such that 0,X Ea and a~ T. Let G E:T-o and let 2/be the 

para-uniformity on X generated by the set {AxAI~ A Ea} 
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as basis (this is a basis by Theorem 2.9(b)). Then T T ('l/), 

by Theorem 2.9(c), and GxG t U. But the set {TxTl0 ~TE T} 

generates a para-uniformity compatible with T and containing GxG. 

Conversely, assume that every nonempty element of Tis 

dense in X and ~:h, t ~1 is a para-uniformity compatible with T 

and Tis the only finitely multiplicative basis for T con-

taining 0 and X. Let U E '2( with U u- 1 and x EX such that 

x E U[x]. Then there is a symmetric VE U such that v~ SU and 

v0 u0 • Let y E U[X]. Then y E V[y], so V[y] n V[x] 0, 

since every nonempty ope;, set is dense in X. But then 

y E V2 [xJ. Thus U[X] S V2 [x] S U[x] £ U[X]. Hence 

U[X]xU[X] U[X]xU[X]. 

Therefore, the set{U-1 [XJIU E 'l/} forms a finitely multiplicative 

basis for T, so T-{ 0} {U- 1 [X] I U E 1/}. Thus 1,/ is generated 

by {TxTl0 ~TE T}, so T has a unique compatible para-uniformity. I I 

The next proposition provides further examples of para-

uniformities on a set, although no compatibility with any given 

topology is implied. 

Proposition 2.12. Let (/J be a para-uniform subbasis on X 

and let tl be a collection of nonempty subsets of X. For each 

AS X and B E (U, let B(A) B n (AxA). 

(a) The set {B(A) I B E Q], A E tl}-{0} is a para-uniform 

subbasis on X. 

(b) If a is finitely multiplicative and i is a para-

uniform basis, then {B(A)jB E 0,A ea}-{0} is a para-uniform 

basis on X. 
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Proof. (a): Let B &/£ A r./1. Then B(A)O 

Also, there is a D r. 8 such that D2 S. B n B- 1 and n° B0 • Then 

D(A) 2 S. D2 (A) S, B(A) n B(A)- 1 , D(A) 0 B(A) 0 , and D(A) 0 if 

and only if B(A) O. Thus (U2) and (S4) are satisfied by 

{BCA)IB r. (9,A r. a} - {0}, hence it is a para-uniform subbasis 

on X, by Proposition 2.7. 

(b): Assume tl is finitely multiplicative and fl is a para-

uniform basis on X. Let B, D r. (8, A, C r. a with 

B(A)nD(C) 0. There is an Er. $such that ES, BnB- 1 and 

B0 • Then E(A) 0, E(A) S, B(A) n B(A)- 1 and E(A) o B(A) 0 • 

Also, there is an F r. /$ such that F2 s. B n D and r 0 (B n D) 0 • 

Then An C r. a,F(A n C) 2 S F2 (A nc) S B(A) n D(C) and 

F(Anc) 0 r 0 n.t1(A)nll(C) BnDn.ll(AnC) (B(A)nD(C)) 0 • 

Thus (U2), (BJ), and (U4) are satisfied by {B(A)jBr.'8,A r.a}-{0}, 

so this is a para ur.-'..form basis on X, by Proposition 2. 5. 11 

Recall that a ?artially ordered is a complete lattice 

if every nonempty subset has an infimum and a supremum. The 

question naturally arises as to whether the collection of 

para-uniformities on a given set forms a complete lattice, 

as do the collections uniformities and topologies. An 

affirmative answer is given by the next theorem. 

Theorem 2.13. The collection of para-uniformities on a 

set X, partially ordered by set inclusion, forms a complete 

lattice. 

Proof. Let {'l/ la r. A} be a nonempty collection of para-
a 

uniformities on X and let ..J = u {2/. I a r. A}. Then J is a para-a 
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uniform subbasis on X and ?/0 S. ?Jc,/> for every a £ A. Thus 

2/V> sup{?/0 la £ A}, by Proposition 2.7. 

Now let 7 be the set of all para-uniformities on X which 

are subsets of the set n{t/ala £ A}. Note that {xxx} e 'J. 

Then sup:1 S. n{~la £ A} and, by definition of ".1, if 2/is a 

para-uniformity on X and 'Z/ S. n {tla I a £ A}, then 'l/ £ -:I. Thus 

sup';/ inf{q'0 Ja £ A}. Therefore, the collection of para-

uniformities on Xis a complete lattice. I I 

Prooosition 2.14. Let {7/ala £ A} be a nonempty collection 

of para-uniformities on X. If 2/0 is a uniformity for each 

a£ A, then sup{t/ala £ A} and inf{~la £ A} are uniformities. 

Proof. Assume that~ is a uniformity for each a £ A. 

Then u £ u{U le. a £ A} implies t'.\at 6 6(X) uo s. u. There-

fore 6 S. V for all V £ sup{t/a I a £ A}, and, since 

inf{~Ja £ A} S. ~• 6 S. V for all V £ inf£2<ila £ A}. Thus 

sup{l/ la e A} .:..nd inf{u' la £ A} are uniformities.JI a a 
The following theorem will be useful later. 

Theorem 2.15. Let (X,2/) be a para-uniform space and let 

-r be the product topology -r <2/>x-r ('2/) on XxX. Then -r n ?I 

contains a symmetric basis for 'l/, that is, a basis consisting 

of symmetric elements. 

Proof. Let U £ 7,/, Then there is a symmetric Ve 7,/ such 

that v3 s. u nu- 1 and vo uo. Let (x,y) £ V and let G int-r(U). 

Then V[x]xV[y] S. v3 s. u, so VS, GS. u. Then, for B 3 11G- 1 , 

vs. B5, U and B is symmetric. Now vs B 5. U implies 50 uo, so 

B £ i(. But G- 1 £ "[, so B £ -rn U. 
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Let tlJ be the set of symmetric elements of Tn 't/. Then 

(8 satisfies (U2) and (B3). Let B,C & tB such that Bn C 0. 

Then there is A & 2/ such that A2 c Bn C and A0 

But then, as shown above, there is a D & (/j' such that D SA 

and D0 A0 • Then D2 S B,1 C and D0 (Bn C) 0 , so qJ satisfies 

(U4). Thus 8 is a para-uniform basis on X. With the results 

of the preceding pa~'agraph, it is easy to see that 2/ = 'tlce>. 11 

2. Initial and final para-uniformities. Let f: X+ Y be a 

function, where X and Y are sets. For any subset U of YxY, let 

f- 1 (U) denote the set (fxf)- 1 (U), i.e., 

r- 1 (U) {(x,y) & XxXl(f(x),f(y)) EU}. 

If 'ti is a collection of subsets of YxY, f- 1 (ii) will denote 

US yxy. It will be seen below that functions induce initial 

and final para-uniformities just as they do uniformities and 

topologies. 

Proposition 2.16. Let f: X+ Y be a function and let £ 
be a para-uniform subbasis on Y. Then f- 1 c6')-{0} is a para-

uniform subbasis on X and 'J/cf- 1 (.i)) 'tlcf- 1 (~<8>)). If$ is a 

para-uniform basis on Y, then f- 1 c6>-{0} is a para-uniform 

basis on X. 

Proof. Let BE 8. Then (f- 1 (B)) 0 

and there is a T & CG such that T2 c Bn B- 1 and T0 B 0 • Now 

if f- 1 (B) 0, then f- 1 (B 0 ) 0, so f- 1 (T) 0, and 

(r- 1 (T)) 2 £ r 1 (T 2 ) £ f- 1 (B) n r- 1 (B- 1 ). Thus r 1 Cf)-{0} 

satisfies (U2) and (S4), hence is a para-uniform subbasis on X. 
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Since (jJ':_ 2/((/f), i"C is clear that ?/(f- 1 (u)))£ 2/(f- 1 ('//($))). 

:3ut if -:/ is a fini1:e su:..set of tC such that n ':; # fl, then 

f- 1 cn:1) n {r 1 (F)IF e: .:1}. Therflfore Vcf- 1 (1/(9»>s ~r- 1 (0')), 

hence Z,t .-- 1 (;;i)) :/( r- 1 ci1c(J,)). 
Now assume thut (/] is a p,,ra-uniform basis on Y and let 

B,C e: 8 such that r- 1 (B) n f- 1 cc) il. Then Bn c # fl, so there 

is a D e: (fl such that DiS Brl C and D0 ( B n C) 0 • Then 

Cf- 1 <0» 2 s f- 1 cD 2 ) Sf- 1 CB)nf- 1 (C), Cf- 1 Co» 0 

{f- I ( B) n f- I ( C)) O , and r l ( D) # 2) • So f- I ~) {fl} satisfies 

(U4), in addition to (U2) and (S4). But (S4) implies (B3), so 

{il} is a para-uniform basis on X. I I 
Note that if 1/ is a para-uniformity on Y, then f~ 1 CV) 

is finitely multiplicative and satisfies (Ul) and (U3) of 

Definition 2.1. 

Theorem 2.17. Let {~ala e: A} be a collection of para-

uniformities on X and let Ta 

T(sup{?{la e: A}) 

T(inf{?/ala e: A}) S 

T(t/a) for each a e: A. 

sup{T la e: A} and a 
inf{Tala e: A}. 

Proof. Lett/= sup{t/ala e: A} and let T 

Then 

Now 2/a s. '2/ implies Ta s. T (2/) , so T s T (//) • But x e: G e: T ('t/) 

implies there is a Ua e: Va for each a e: A, such that 

xxx for all but finitely 

many a e: A. Then x e: inta(Ua[x]) e: Ta for all a e: A. Hence 

Ge: T. Thus T T(Z/). 

Now inf{Tala e: A} n{Tala e: A} and inf{2/ala e: A}s_ Zia, 

for all a e: A. Thus T(inf{fala e: A})S, inf{Tala e: A}. I I 
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'.:.'he following example shows th,~, equal i :y in the preceding 

theorem does not hold in the case of infimt JS, even for uni-

formities. 

Example 2.18. Let X be the real line and let'/,/ be the 

usual uniformity on X. For each finite subset ASX, let 

V(A) ~(A)U ((X-A)x(X-A)). Then the set 

{V(A) IA is a finite su~set of X} 

is a basis fo~ a uniformity ron X and T<Y> is the discrete 

topology on X. Thus inf{T(?/), T <Y>} = Tc'2/), the usual topology 

on X. But inf{l/, Y} 
T(inf{q', ?'}) 

{XxX}. Thus 

{ RI , X} T c1/) inf { T Ct!) 'T ci> }. 

In studying functions, a continuity concept is of value. 

This is now introduced. 

Definitio~ 2.19. Le~ f: X+ Y be a function, let~ be a 

para-uniformity on X and l .!t Y be a para-uniformity on Y. 

Then f: (X,il)+ (Y,Y) is para-uniformly continuous if 

{Rl})S, "l/. 

Note that the composite of para-uniformly continuous 

functions is para-uniformly continuous. 

A corolla~y of Proposition 2.16 is the following proposition, 

stated without proof. 

Proposition 2.20. Let 2/be a para-uniformity on X, let 'Y 

be a para-uniformity on Y with subbasis di, and let f: X+ Y be 

a function. Then f: (X,t/>+ (Y,P') is para-uniformly continuous 

if and only if ( r- 1 ((//) {RI} ) S. 2/. 
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Proposition 2.21. Let f: (X,'f,/)+ (Y,'Y> be a para-uniformly 

continuous function, let, ,c'i/) and let a ,CY>. Then 

f: (X,,)+ (Y,0) is co;.tinuous. 

Proof. If VE Ysuch that V[f(x)] 0, then f- 1 (V) 0 

and x E (f- 1 (V))[x] with f((f- 1 (V))[x])S V[f(x)]. Hence 

f: (X,,)+ (Y,o) is continuous. I I 
It is not true that continuous implies para-uniformly 

continuous. To see this let X be a set containing at least 

three points, let /be the discrete para-uniformity on X and 

let ii be the para-uniformity with the set {{(x,x)}lx e: >:} as 

basis. Then ,(1/) ,CY>, so the identity function 

f: (X,,(?/))+ (X,,CY» is continuous, but f: (X,9/)+ (Y.,'Y) is 

not para-uniformly continuous, since {(x,x),(y,y)}E f- 1 cY\-?1, 
for x,y EX with x y. 

Remark. Let (X,'ll),(Y,1'> be para-uniform spaces, letW°be 

the discrete para-uniformity on X, let-:1 be the indiscrete 

para-uniformity on Y, and let f: X+ Y be a function. Then 

(X,'W)+ (Y ,'Y> are para-uniformly con-

tinuous. 

Defi~ition 2.22. Let {(Xa'~a)la EA} be a collection of 

para-uniform spaces and let fa: Xa+ X and ga: X+ Xa be functions, 

for each a EA. Let T be the set of all para-uniformities 'ti 

on X such that fa: (Xa,?/a)+ (X,'t/) is para-uniformly continuous 

for each a EA. Then the final para-uniformity on X induced~ 

{fN: (X ,U )+ Xia E A} is the para-uniformity sup T. Let S be a a 
the set of all para-uniformities Yon X such that 
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ga: ex,'//)+ (Xa, ?fa) is para-uniformly continuous for each a £ A. 

Then the initial para-uniform::. -~y on X induced 

{ga: X-,. (Xa,t'/a) la £ A} 

is the par~-uniformity inf S. 

Prouosition 2.23. Let {(Xa,'2/a) Ja £ A} be a collection of 

para-uniform spaces, let '2/ be the final para-uniformity on X 

induced by {fa:(Xc,.,~) ... Xlac A} and let :Ybe the initial para-

un,; frrmi-.:y on X indt.~ld J-y {ga: X+ (Xa,tt'a> la £ A}. Then 

fa: (Xa,Va)+ (X,V) and ga: ,X,Y) ... (Xa,2~) are para-uniformly 

continuous, for each a£ A. Moreover, "/I is generated by the 

{0} as subbasis and T(;/) is the 

initial topology on X induced by {g0 : X ... (X0 ,T(i~)) la£ A}. 

Proof. First, let U £ 'l/ and let a£ A such that 

f~ 1 (U) 0. Then there are Wi £ 2/, l < i < n, such that 

f~ 1 (Wi) c '2,/0 , 11 {'dill~ i < n}c: U and ( 11 {Will< i < n}) 0 = u 0 , 

from the definition of V. But then 

11 {f; 1 cwi>l1 < i n} 5 f; 1 cu) and 

(11 {f; 1 cwi>l1 i n}) 0 (f~ 1 (U)) 0 , 

hence f~ 1 (U) £ ?/'a. Thus fa: (X0 ,~)+ (X,t/) is para-uniformly 

continuous. 
{0} is a para-uniform basis on X, for each 

a c A, by Proposition 2.16, so Cu {g; 1 c~>la c A}) - {0} is a 

subbasis for a para-uniformity W on X. Clearly, ,Y 5 by 

definition of :V. on the other hand, 'fl is a subset of every 

para-uniformity -.Jon X such that g0 : (X ,J)+ (X0 , ~) is para-

uniforr.ily continuous for each a c A. Hence 'Jr 5 Y, so '/II= :V. 
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Thus ga: (X,Y}+ (Xa,Va) is para-uniformly continuous for each 

a e: A and 'Y has the set ( u {t.~ 1 (~.> la e: A}) U} as subbas is. 

For each a e: A, let 'a= ,(Va>, and let, be the initial 

topology on X induced by {go.: X+ (Xa••a>la e: A}, i.e.,, is the 

smallest topology a on X such that ga: (X,a)+ (Xa''a) is con-

tinuous for each a e: A. Then, S ,('J/), by the preceding para-

graph and Proposition 2.21. Now let x e: Ge: ,CV>. Then there 

are Ua e: 2/a, a e: A, such that Ua XaxXa for all but finitely 

many a e: A, and x e: n {(g~ 1 (Ua))[x]la e: A}S,G. But then 

x e: n{g; 1 inta(Ua[fa(x)J)la e: A}S,G, so Ge:,. Thus 

, (2/) S , , hence , T(j/). 11 

By appropriately applying the identity functions to the 

uniform spaces of Exar..;:>le 2 .18, it is easy to see that the final 

topology need not be that induced by the final para-uniformity. 

This fact was also shown by Himmelberg [Hi]. 

Theorem 2.24. Let {(Xa,Ya>la e: A} be a collection of para-

uniform spaces. The final para-uniformity 'J/ on X induced by 

A is characterized by the property that if 

(Y ,V) is any para-unifo!'r., s;,ace and g: X+ Y is a function, then 

g: (X,1/)+ CY ,Y) is para-uniformly continuous if and only if 

gfa: (X ,i/ )+ (Y,V) is para-uniformly continuous for each a e: A. a a 
Proof. Let (Y,</) be a para-uniform space and let g: X+ Y 

be a function. If (X,'i/)~ (Y,i/) is para-uniformly continuous, 

then gf : (X ,2/ )+ (Y ,'V) is para-uniformly continuous for each a a a 
a e: A. On the other hand, if ((gfa)- 1 (?/> {2J})Su'a for each 
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a EA, then eg- 1 er> { ,,} ) S "ti, by definition of 1/. Thus c;,/ 
has the indicated ?l'.'C?erty. 

Now let Ybe a para-uniformity on X with the indicated 

property. Let h: X+ X be the ider,ti ty function. Then 

fa= hfa: exa,1/a)+ ex,~) is para-uniformly continuous for 

each a e A, so h: ex,i/)+ (X,'//) is para-uniformly continuous. 

Thus 1/s V. But h: ex,Y)+ ex;J/> is para-uniformly continuous, so 

fa= hfa: exa,11a>+ ex,M is para-uniformly continuous for each 

a e A, so 7/s 'l/, by definition of 't/. Thus 11 = iv. I I 
The proof of the following theorem is similar to that of 

the preceding and is omitted. 

Theorem 2.25. Let {exa,1/a>la e A} be a collection of 

para-uniform spaces. The initial para-uniformity 2/ on X 

induced by {fa: X+ exa,1t'a>la EA} is characterized by the 

property that if eY,'Y) is any para-uniform spac~ g: Y+ Xis 

a function, then g: eY,Y)+ ex,'//) is para-uniformly continuous 

if and only if fag: eY,Y)+ exa,i{> is para-uniformly continuous 

for each c. e A. 

Definition 2.26. Let {exa,1/a) lae A} be a collection of 

para-uniform spaces, let X be the set product rr{xa I a e A} and 

let pa: X+ Xa, a e A, be the projection. The product para-

uniformity, sometimes denoted by II{2/ala EA}, is the initial 

para-uniformity on X induced by {pa: X+ exa,Ya>la EA}. 

Remarks. 1. The product para-uniformity induces the 

product topology. 

2. If 21a is a uniformity, for each a EA, then the initial 



para-uniformity on X induced by {fa: X+ (Xa,fa>la & A} is a 

uniformity, he~ce is the initial uniformity. 

3. The final para-uniformity need not be a uniformity 
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even if each Va is. For example, let X = {a,b,c}, Y {e,d} 

with f(e) a, f(d) b. Let 2f = {YxY}. Then the final para-

uniformity on X induced by {f: (Y,'/1)+ X} is generated by 

{{a,b}x{a,b}, ({a,b}x{a,b})u{(c,c)}}, hence is not a uniformity. 

Proposition 2.27. Let {(Xa,l/a>la & A} be a collection of 

uniform spaces and let fa: Xa+ X be a function, for each a & A, 

such that X = u{fa(Xa)la & A} and, given any $,y & A, there 

is a finite subset {a(i)jl < i n}S A such that $ a(l), -
y a(n) and fa(i),xa(i)> n fa(i+l)(Xa(i+l)) '# 0, for l < i< n. 

Then the final para-uniformity 2/ on X induced by 

{fa: (Xa,q'a)+ Xia & A} is a uniformity. 

Proof. Let U & V, x & X, y & u0 [x] and S,y & A 

such that y & f 6cx6 ) and x & fy(Xy). Let a(i) & A, l i n, 

auch that a(l) S, a(n) y and 

fa(i)cxa(i)> n fa(i+l)Cxa(i+l)) '# 0 • 
for l i < n. Now y & u0 [X]n f 6 cx6 ) implies that 

L:.CX6 ) S f;i1 (U), 

since Vs is a uniformity. But then fs<Xs> s u0 [X], so there 

is av & u0 [x]n fa( 2)cxa( 2)). Then fa( 2)cxa( 2)>S u0 (X] and, 

by induction, fa(n)(Xa(n)>S u0 [X], i.e., fy<Xy>S u0 [X]. 

Thus x & u0 [x], hence XS u0 [X]. Therefore, L:.(X) SU, so V 
is a uniformity. I I 
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Definition 2.28. Let (X,2/) be a para-uniform space, 

ASX and let i: A+ X be the injection (i(a) a for all a e: A). 

The relative oara-uniformity on A, denoted 2/A, is the initial 

para-uniformity on A induced by {i: A+ (X,'l/)}. (A,t/,.) is a 

para-uniform subspace of (X,t/). 

Prooosition 2.29. Let CX,t/) be a para-uniform space and 

let 0 ~ASX. Then 2/A {UCA)jU e: 2/} - {0}, where 

U(A) U n (AxA). 

Proof. Let i: A+ X be the injection. Then 

i- 1 c,I> {U(A) ju e: 2/} S 2/A U {0} 

and VA has i-1 (2/) {ti} as basis. Now let V e: 2/ with 

V(A) S BS AxA and V(A) 0 Bo. Then V S V U B and 

(VU B) 0 yo U Bo v 0 • so V LB e: Z/ and (VUB)(A) B. Thus 

B e: i - l (2/) , so {U(A)jU e:/ILII 

Note that ,(2,')A ,C2",.>, by Pr~position 2.23. Also, by 

Proposition 2.16, if,/ is a subbasis for 2/ and /Jis a basis 

for $/, then {S(A) IS e:,J'} {0} is a subbasis for~ and 

{0} is a basis for~-

The following proposition is a corollary of Theorem 2.25 

and is stated without proof. 

Proposition 2.30. Let f: (X,7,/)+ (Y,f> be a para-uniformly 

continuous function and 0 ~ASX. Then fjA: (A,q'A)+ CY,Z,S is 

para-uniformly continuous. 

3. Topological Extensions. Some interesting relations between 

para-uniformities and topological extensions will be presented. 

A topological space CY ,a) is an extension of (X,,) if XS Y, 
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Y and ax t, where ax is the subspace topology on X 

induced by a. More generally, ((Y,cr),f) is an extension of 

(X,t) if f: (X,t)• (Y,a) is a function such that 

f: (X,t)+ (f(X),af(X)) is a homeomorphism and cla(f(X)) Y. 

If ((Y,a),f) and ((Z,p),g) are extensions of (X,t), then a 

homeomorphism h: (Y,a)+ (Z,p) is an isomorphism if hf g. 

It is easy to see that if ((Y,a),f) is an extension of (X,t), 

then there is an extension ((Z,p),g) of (X,t) such xs z, 
g is the injection, aad (Y,a) is isomorphic to (Z,p), (see 

Banaschewski [Ba]). Therefore, for this paper, "(Y,a) is an 

extension of (X,t)" will always imply that XS Y ar.d ax = ,. 
Let (Y,a) be an extension of (X,t). For y £ Y, the set 

ax<y> is called the trace filter of yon X, and the set 

{ax<Y>ly £ Y} is called the filter trace of Yon X. Bana-

schewski [Ba] noted that, for G# {y £ YIG £ ax<y>}, the 

set {G#IG £ t} is a basis for a topology a# on Y such that 

(Y,a#) is an extension of (X,,), a# Sa, and ax<y> a~<y> 

for each y £ Y. If a a#, (Y,a) will be called a strict 

extension oI (X,,). At the same time, Banaschewski noted 

that the collection {Gu {y} IG £ ax<y>, y £ Y} is a basis 

for a topology a+ on Y such that (Y,a+) is an exten&ion of 
+ ax<y> for each y £ Y. If a 

(Y,a) will be called a simple extension of (X,t). 

If (Y,a) is an extension of (X,t) and U is a para-

uniformity on Y such that a ,(~), the~ t ,<Vx>, by 

Proposition 2.33. The following proposition 

+ 
a ' 
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will relate 'ti to r:l and to a# for certain V. ( Recall that 

U(A) Un (AXA) for U £~and A£ Y.) 

Proposition 2.31. Let (Y,a) be an extension of (X,,) 

and let 'ii be a para-uniformity on Y compatible with a. Then 

(i = {U(XUH)IH s y 

1/ on Y and a+ 

X} is a basis for a para-uniformity 

Proof. The set { X ll HI H S Y - X} is a finitely multi-

plicative collection of nonempty subsets of Y, so~ is a para-

uni:c~m basis on Y, by Proposition 2.12(b), since U(X) 0, 

for U e 'Z/. Let 't/+ 't/((b) , let y £ Y and let A {y} U X. Now 

let Ge ax<y>. Then there is a Ve~ such that iJ xnv[y]£G. 

But then V(A) [y] S GU {y}, so a+£ , c'l/+). Now let U £ '21 such 

that U is open in the product topology axa on YxY and y £ U[y]. 

Then U(A)[y] U(y] n A {y} u (U[y] n X) & a+ Since the 

open entourages in 'l/ form a basis for V, by Theorem 2 .15, 

this shows that , c'tt) £ a+, hence a+ 

Proposition 2.32. Let (Y,a) be an extension of (X,,) 

and let 2/ be a para-uniformity on Y compatible with a such 

that for each ye Y X and each U £ 4", there is a G £ ax<y> 

with GxG S U. For each U £ 2/, let 

u# U(X)U {(x,y) £ YxYIGxGs u for some G £ ax<x>nax<y>}. 

Then 8 = { u# I U £ 21} is a basis for a para-uniformity 2/# on Y 

and a# , c'll>. 

Proof. Note that (Y - X)x(Y - X) £ u#, 

(U#)O u 0 (X) U (Y X), and u# n ,,# cunv>#, for U,V £ 2/. 

Also, cur, u- 1> 11 u#r,{U#)- 1 , hE;:1ce tfJ satisfies (U2) and (B3). 



Now let U, V e: V such that u#n v# '/. 0. Then U n V '/. 0, 
so there is a symmetric W e: 'ii such that w~ 5 u n V and 
wo (UnV) 0 • By Theorem 2.15, assume W is open in axa. 
Then cw#> 0 cu#nv#) 0 • Let (x,y),(y,v) e: w#. If x,y,v e: 

then (x,v) e: W(Xj 2 5 (Un v)#. If x,y e: X and v t X, then 

there is a G e: ax<y> n ax<v> such that GxG 5 w. But then, 

since (x,y) e: W, G 5 W(X)(y] 5 W(X) 2 [x]. Therefore, 

W(X) 2[x] e: ax<v>nax<x>. Thus (x,v) e: cunv)#, si1,c'" 

W(X) 2[x] x W(X) 2[x] 5 w~ 5 unv. Similarly, if y,v e: X and 
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x, 

x t X, (x,v) e: cunv)#. So, assume that y t x. Then there 

are H e: ax<x> n ax<y> and K e: ax<y> n ax<v> such that H x H 5 w 

and K X K CW. Then H :.J K e: ax<x> n ax<v> and 

(HU K) X Cr.I UK) 5 w25 u nv, 

since En K '/. 0. Thus cw#> 2 scunv)#, so efJ satisfies (U4), 

hence is a para-uniform basis on Y. 

Let y# 'tl<t>. Let y e: G e: a* and assume, without loss 

of generality, that G {x e: YIGn x e: ax<x>}. Since a 11 5 a, 

there is a U e: 'ii such that y e: U(y] 5 G. Then there is a 

symmetric Ve: Y such that V2 5 U and v 0 uo. Let X e: v#[yJ. 

If X e: V(X)[y], then Xe: G, so assume that (y,x) t V(X). 

there is an H e: ax<x> n ax<y> such that H x H S. V. But 

H n V[y] '/. 0, so let he: Hn V[y]. Then 

H5. V[h] S. V2[y] 5 U[y] 5 G. 

Thus x e: G, since He: ax<A>. Therefore, Ge: T(2f#), hence 

a#s_ T(?/#). 

Now let U e: 'ii and let ye: Y such that ye: u#[y]. 

Then 
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Assume there is a G £ ax<y> such that G x G £ U. Then v £ Y 

with G £ ax<v> implies that V £ U#[y). Thus 

y £ G u {v £ YIG £ a <v>} c 
X -

u*(yJ, 

and GU {v £ YIG £ ax<v>} £ a#. If y £ y - x, there is such 

a G £ ax<y>, by definition of u*. On the other hand, if 

y £ X, then y £ V(X) (y] X nv[y] and V(X)[y] X V(X>l:y] s u 

for any symmetric V £ 'II such that V2 S U and v 0 u 0 • Thus, 

in this case too, there is a G £ aX<y> with G x GS, U. 

Therefore, u#[y] is a a*-neighborhood of y, hence T(~#) = a*. I I 



CHAPTER 3 

COMPLETENESS AND H-CLOSURE 

In this chapter, completeness and H-closure will be intro-

duced and some relations between them investieated, Arnone 

other results; every para-uniform space has a completion and 

a Hausdorff space is H-closed if and only if every compatible 

para-uniformity is complete, 

1, Completeness. First, the concepts of Cauchy filter and 

completeness will be extended to para-uniform spaces. 

Definition 3.1. Let (X,'l,/) be a para-uniform space and 

let 1' be a filter on X. Then :J is Cauchy, or V-cauchy, if 

for each U e tY, there is an x e X such that U[x] e 'Jr, 
Proposition 3.2. Let (X,~) be a para-uniform space and 

let :Jr be a filter on X, Then ":I is Cauchy if and only if for 

every U e ?/ there is an F e ':J such that fxfs_ U. 

Proof, Clearly, the indicated condition implies that :1 
is Cauchy, so assume that :1is Cauchy and let U e 1/. Then 

there is a symmetric V e ?/ such that V2 S, U and there is an 

x e X such that V[x] e :1. But then V[x]xV[x]S. V2 S. U, 11 

Note that if is a ?/-Cauchy filter then u0 [X] e :1 for 

every U e U Thus, if there is a 'ii-Cauchy filter, then 

Un V 'I- fl, for every U, V e 'ii. 
Proposition 3.3. Let (X,i'> be a para-uniform space and 

let 'Jr be a Cauchy filter on X. Then ':J converges to each of 

its adherent points, where adherence and convergence are con-

sidered relative to ,('l/). 
33 
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Proof. Let y EX be an adherent point of '.:r, i.e., 

y E n {fl F E 'J}. Now let U E "I/ such that y E U[y] and let 

V E 'ti such that V v- 1 , V 3 S U and V 0 U0 • Then y E V[y] 

and there is an x EX such that V[x] E :J. But then 

V[x] nV[y] t fl, so XE V2 [y]. Hence V[x] £ V3 [y] £ U[y], so 

U[y] E -:fr. Thus ;/converges to y,11 

Note that, unlike the uniform case, a ,(Z/)-convergent 

filter need not be 1/-Cauchy. For ~xample, if Xis any set 

with at least two_ points, Tis a T topology on X and 1/ is 
1 

generated by {TxT!fl ~TE,}, then no neighborhood filter is 

Cauchy. 

To acquire desirable separation properties in the com-

pletions to be discussed later, it is convenient to have a 

method of selecting a "canonical" representative from each of 

certain collections of Cauchy filters. This is provided by 

the next theorem. 

Theorem 3.4. Let (X,?/) be a para-uniform space, let '::I 
be a Cauchy filter on X and let 

-.:J m {U[F] I U E 'V, F E "J}. 
Then .'.1m is the smallest Cauchy filter contained in :7: 

Proof. XxX & fl and '.Jrt fl, so :::?mt fl. Also, U0 [X] E-;j 

for every u E 2/, so U[F] t fl, for every F E ::1 and U E 2/. 
Let u,v E 'I/ and let A,B E ".Jr. Then unv E 1/, A n B E -j, and 

(Un V)[A n B] S U[A] n V[B]. Thus :1m is a filter base. But 

if U E fl, A E "J. and U[A] S DS X, then V U u ( {a}xD) E 'II, 

where a E u0 [X] n A. Then V[A] DE .:1m, so 5m is a filter. 
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Now let U e 1/ and let Ve?/ such that V v- 1 and V2 S u. 
Let x e X such that V[x] e :f. Then V2 [x] e and V2 [x] S U[x], 

so U[x] e :'.rm, Thus :1m is Cauchy, 

Now let ,I/ be a Cauchy filter on X such that JJ S. -:J and 

let U e V, F e 'i_ Let V e 1/ such that V y- 1 , V 2 S U and 

v0 u0 , and let x e X such that V[x] e.,b. Then V[x]n F ii, 

so V[x] S V2 [F] S U[F], Thus U[F] e )/, so ::JmS ,US :1, hence 

:Pm is the smallest Cauchy filter contained in~ I I 
Definition 3,5, Let (X,1/) be a para-uniform space and 

let ':f be a Cauchy filter on X, The filter~ as defined in 

Theorem 3.4 will be cal,ed a minimal Cauchy filter. 

Definition 3.6. Let (X,T) be a topological space. A 

filter Jon X is an open filter, or a T-fil ter, if ':J has a 

base of open sets, i.e. , F e :I implies there is a B e -:In T 

such that BS F. A filter on X which is maximal in the collec-

tion of open filters is an open ultrafilter, a T-ultrafilter, 

or a maximal open filter. 

Note that every open filter on (X,T) is contained in an 

open ultrafilter. 

A filter on a para-uniform space (X,7/) will be called 

open if it is a T(V)-filter. 

Proposition 3.7. A minimal Cauchy filter.:1 on the para-

uniform space ex,'//) is open. 

Proof. Let F e ::f. Then there is a B e 7 and a U e 2/ 
such that U[B] SF, by Theorem 3.4. Let Ve ii such that 

V u0 • Then, for ye V[B], 
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V[y] S V2 [B] S U[B]. Hence, V(B] S intT(U)(U[B]) S F. But 

V(B] £ .7, so intT (2/) (U[B]) £ 1: Thus :I is open. 11 

Proposition 3.8. Let ~be a Cauchy filter on the para-

uniform space (X,2/) and let,,l/be the minimal Cauchy filter 

contained in 'Jr. Then -j, and ,I/ have the same T (?/)-adherent points. 

Proof. Since 11 S .:1, the T (//)-adherence of is contained 

in that of );/. But JI, being Cauchy, converges to each of its 

T(V)-adherent points, by Proposition 3.3. Therefore, 3' con-

verges to each T ('/,/)-adherent point of J, so 7' and)/ have the 

same T(2/)-adherent points. I I 
Definition 3.9. A filter 0n a topological space (X,T) 

is free if it has no T-adherent points. A filter on a para-

uniform cx,'i/) is free if it is free on (X,T(2/)). 

Thus Proposition 3.8 implies that the minimal Cauchy fil-

ter contained in a Cauchy filter :f. is free if and only if ':I 
is free. Note also that a Cauchy filter is free if and only 

if it does not converge, by Proposition 3.3. 

Definition 3.10. A para-uniform space (X,~) is complete, 

or 2/ is complete, if every ~-Cauchy filter on Xis T(il)-con-

vergent. A complete para-uniform space (Y ,r) is a completion 

of ( X ,?/) if (Y,T(11)) is an extension of (X,T(2/)) and Yx = 'ti. 
Let (X,T) be a topological space and let 'ii be the para-

uniformity on X with {TxTl0 T £ T} as basis (see Theorem 2.9), 

If T contains two nonempty, disjoint elements, then there are 

no 2/-Cauchy filters on X, hence (X,2-') is complete. There are 

other, somewhat more unexpected, complete para-uniformities, 
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as seen by the following example of a complete uniform space. 

Let X be the set of rational numbers in and let V be 

the usual uniformity on X. For each r £ i, let (xr,n; n £ !:!) 
and (yr,n; n £!;!)be increasing and decreasing, respectively, 

sequences from ] - X converging tor in! with the usual 

topology. Let 

G(r,l) ] -m , xr , l [ n X and H ( r , 1 ) 

Th•m, for 1 < i £ !;!, let 

G(r,i) 

Now let 

V(r) ( u {G(r,n)xG(r,n); n £ Ji}) u ( u {H(r,n)xH(r,n) In £ J!}). 

Then, for r £ B - X, V(r)- 1 V(r) V(r) 2 and ~(X)S V(r), so 

'Uu {V(r) Ir £ B - X} is a subbasis for a uniformity r on x. 

Now , (Y, ,c'/J) and (X,1') is complete Thus there is a com-

plete uniformity on the rationals with the usual topology. 

Proposition 3.11. Let {(Xa,w'a>la £ A} be a collection 

of para-uniform spaces and let (X,Y') be the product para-uni-

form space, i.e., X IT{Xala £ A} and 'ti is the product para-

uniformity. 

(a) If (Xa,Va> is complete for each a£ A, then (X,U) 

is complete. 

(b) If for each a£ A there is a 2/a-Cauchy filter on Xa 

and if ( X 'Z/) is complete, then (Xa,Ya> is complete for each aeA. 

Proof. (a): Assume that (Xa, 2/a) is complete for each 

a £ A. Let ':J be a ti-Cauchy filter on x, let a e: A and let 

u e: 2/a. Then Pa 1 (U) £ 11, where Pa is the projection of X onto 
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Xa, so there is an F e: such that Pa(F)xpa(F) S U, Thus, 

since {pa(B)jB e: :'.fr} is a filterbase on Xa, the filter gener-

ated by {pa (a)j B e: ~} is ~-Cauchy, hence converges to a point 

xa in Xa. But is not difficult to verify that .:1then con-

verges to the point x 

is complete. 

(b) Assume that (X,'l/) is complete and that there is a 

Va-Cauchy filter~ on Xa, for each a e: A. Let a e: A and .1.et 

'J be a 2(6 -Cauchy filter on x6 . ...et -U6 = -:fr and let,,{ = 
for a e: (A - {S}). Then the collection 

{n{py 1 (GY)jy e: C}!<\ e:~, CSA, C is finite} 

is a filter base on X and the filter generated by it is 

2/-Cauchy (recall that U{p~ 1 Cta> la e: A} is a basis for 'l/), 

hence converges to a point x in X. But then~ = :I converges 

to Pa<x) in Xa· Thus (Xa,tla> is complete. I I 
It will now be shown that every para-uniform space has a 

completion. For this purpose, let (X,Y> be a para-uniform 

space and let X(?/) be X union with the set of all free minimal 

Cauchy filters on X. For each U e: V and each~ e: X(~) - X, 

let uc::1) {(.:1,x>lx e: X and rxrs. u for some Fe: 'lt(x)n:P}, and 

let I(U,1/) = {(-:f._,4) j:1,_,de: X('U) X and AxA £ U for some A e:::fn,,$}, 

Now let u# UU( U{U(,,)UU(:1)- 1 j~e: x()/) - X})uI(U,t/). Note 

that:/, e: u#[1r] for every ::J e: X(2/) - X. 

Theorem 3.12. Let (X,21) be a para-uniform space and let 

X(?I) and u#, for U e: 'ti, be defined as above. Then 

8 {u#ju e: 't/} is a basis for a para-uniformity u# on xcU>, 
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(X(t/) ,7111 > is a completion of (X,"t/) and (X(t/) ,T(2/II)) is a strict 

extension of (X,T<2/)). 

Proof. Note that ull - U is symmetric, u<=h (Un u- 1 )(:1), 

ICU,2/) I(unu- 1 ,?/) and (Ull)o u 0 u li(X(?/) - X), for every 

U E ii and every '::1 E X(U) - X. The proof that (/J is a para-

uniform basis on X.(4') is now essentially the same as the proof 

of a similar statement in Proposition 2.32 and is omitted. It 

is easily verified that?/~= 1/ and that Xis T(V 11 )-dense in x(t/). 

Therefore, (X('l/),T(~11 )) is an extension of (X,T(V)) and, by 

comparison with Proposition 2.32, is a strict extension thereof. 

Thus it only remains to show that (X(?/),V11 ) is complete. 

Let '::1 be a free minimal yLcauchy filter on X.(2/), and let 

.::1X {F n XIF E ~}. Note that :,;X is a T(t/)-filter, since X is 

dense in X(2') and minimal Cauchy filters are open filters. For 

U E Z/, there is an F E ::f such that r><r S u 11 • Then 

cFnx> x crnx> su11 cx> u, 
so is ti-Cauchy. But 5\ is also a free T (t/)- filter, since 

any T {"1/) -adherent point of :1X is a T czll )-adherent point of :;, 

Thus there is a jf E X(2') - X such that,,// S ~- But then 

An v11 [,ll] fl, for every A E ::f and every V E 'll. Therefore, 

,,(/ is a T('U11 )-adherent point of~ a contradiction of the assump-

tion that J is free. Thus there are no free minimal ti-Cauchy 

filters on x(i/), hence no free zt11-Cauchy filters on X<Ji). 

Therefore, (X('l/) ,'2( 11 ) is complete. I I 
Note that if 2/ is a uniformity on X, then 't/11 is a uni-

formity on X.(2/). 
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Proposition 3.13. Let (X,'/,/) be a para-uniform space and 

let~ be a free minimal ti-Cauchy filter on X. Then 

,cU#>x<·J> = ~n.c't/>. 

Proof. Let F & :1 n , (7/). Then there is a U & 2/ and an 

A & -Y such that U[A] £ F, by Theorem 3.4. Let y & xn u#C:,:J. 

Then there is a B & :1n 2'Cy) such that BxB S U. But Bn A .el, so 

y & BS U[A] £ F, 

Thus X nu#[~] S F, hence F & ,('l(#)X<Jr>. Therefore, 

".:J n ,C'll> S ,c1/#>x<-:1>. 

Now let G & ,('IJ#><-:i>. Then there is a U & 2/ such that 

:J & u# [:P] S G and there is a symmetric V & ii such that V' S U 

and v0 u 0 • Then there is an x & X such that V[x] & -:f. Let 

y & V[x]. Then x & V[y], so V[x] S V2 [y], hence 

yZ[y] & 2/(y) n _Ji 

But V2 [y] x V2 [y] S V'S U, hence y & xnu#(:1]. Thus 

V[x] £ X nu#~] S G n X, so G n X & :J. Therefore, 

• c1t# > x <:i> = :f n • <21> • 11 

Definition 3.14. Let (Y,o) be an extension of (X,,). 

(a) The outgrowth, or remainder,of the extension (Y,o) 

is the set Y X. 

(b) [Fl](Y,o) has relatively zero-dimensional outgrowth 

if a has a basis a such that cl 0 (B) B S X for every B & a. 
(c) (Y,o) has relatively completely regular outgrowth 

if for every y & Y and every G & o<y> there is an H & a and 

a continuous function f: (H,oH)+ [O ,l] such that {y} u (Y-X) S H, 

f(y) O and f(H-G) S {l}, where the unit interval [0,1] has 

the usual topology. 
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(d) (Y,o) is Hausdorff except for X if for every x £ Y 

and every y £ Y - X with x y, x and y have disjoint neigh-

borhoods, 

Remarks. 1, [Fl] If (Y,o) has relatively zero-dimen-

sional outgrowth, as an extension of (X,T), then it is a 

strict extension of (X,T), 

2. If (Y,o) has relatively completely regular outgrowth, 

as an extension of (X,T), then it is a strict extension. For, 

if A X with 

A£ ox<v>, then v £ int 0 (f- 1 ([0,o])), where f is a continuous 

function as in Definition 3.l4(c). Hence a has a basis of 

sets of the form {v £ YIB £ ox<v>}, where B £ T, so (Y,o) is 

a strict extension of (X,T). 

3. If (X,T) is Hausdorff and (Y,o) is Hausdorff except 

for X, then (Y,o) is Hausdorff. 

A collection i of subsets of xxx is called transitive 

if B2 S B for every B £ rJl. 
Proposition 3.15. Let (X,'l/) be a para-uniform space and 

consider (X(2/),T(V#)) as an extension of (X,T(2/)). 

(a) If 2/ has a transitive basis, then (X(l/),r(t#)) has 

relatively zero-dimensional outgrowth. 

(b) (X(V),T(Y#)) has relatively completely regular 

outgrowth. 

(c) (X(2/),T(~#)) is Hausdorff except for X. 

Proof. (a): Let U £ W such that U u- 1 and U2 S, U. 

Then u~s u, so (U#) 2 S, u#, as was shown in the proof of Prop-



osition 2.32. Let p e X('l/) such that p e u#[p], and let 

e XC2/> - X such that :1 e clT(7I#) (U#[p]). Then, since 
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:J, E U#[.1], U#[:5']n U#[p] 'I- 0, hence~ E U#[p], since U#: (U#)-~ 

Thus clT(it#) cu#[p]) u#[p] s x. But u#[p] E T(U#), since 

q e U#[p] implies p e u#[q] £ (U#) 2 [p] u#[p]. Therefore, 

(X(~),T(~#)) has relatively zero-dimensional outgrowth, if 'ii 
has a transitive basis. 

(b): Let y E X(1/) and let Ge T(Z/#)<y>. Then there is 

a symmetric U E 'l/ such that y E U#[y]S G and U#[y] E T(Z/#). 

Let H u#[xCV)]. It is easy to verify that 

'Y {VCH>IV e't/#,vo t.CH)}, 

where V(H) V n (HxH), is a uniformity on H and that 

T(;/) s T('/1#). But u#[y] E TW) and (H,T(r)) is completely 

regular [see Ke, Thm. 17, p. 188], so there is a continuous 

function f: (H,T (7-') )+ [O,l] such that f(y) 0 and 

f(H - u#[y]) C {l}. Then f: (H,T(U#)H)+ [O,l] is continuous 

and f(H - G) C {1}, since u#[y] £ G. Therefore, c xc2/>, T <21# » 
has relatively completely regular outgrowth. 

(c): Let y E X(2/) and let:f e X(2/) - X with y 'I- ::f. If 

y e X, then there is a G e T(2/)<y> and an F e ':Jn T(l/) such 

that G n F 0, since ':ft is a free filter on x. But then there 

is an A E T(7/#)<y> such that G = X nA and, by Proposition 3.13, 

there is a B E T('t/#)d> such that F = B nx. Then An B = ti, 

since Xis dense in X(U). 

Now assume that y t X. Since y and.1 are distinct free 

minimal ~-Cauchy filters on X, there is a G e y fl T('ll) and an 



F e: :fin T('t/) such that G n F 0. But then there is an 

F X nB. Then AnB = 0. Thus (X(?/),T(Z/11)) is Hausdorff 

except for X. 11 

An immediate consequence of Proposition 3.15(c) is the 

following corollary, whose proof is omitted. 

Corollary 3.16. Let (X,i.l) be a separated para-uniform 

space. Then (X(~),T(t/11)) is Hausdorff. 

While distinct para-uniformities on X may induce the 

same extension as defined in Theorem 3.12, they are related 

by the following proposition. 

Proposition 3.17. Let {2/ala £ A} be a collection of 

para-uniformities on X, each compatible with T, such that 

(X(2/a),T(~!>> (X<Ya>,T(U~)) for all a,a £ A. Let 

'ii= sup{t/ala £ A}. Then (X<2/),T(7/ 11 )) (X(t/a),T(2/!», for 

all ae:A. 
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Proof. Any V-Cauchy filter is 2~-Cauchy for each a£ A, 

since ?la 5.tl. On the other hand, for a e: A, any Z/8-cauchy 

filter is V-cauchy, since it is 2/a-Cauchy for all a e: A and 

-U {V, la£ A} is a subbasis for ti. (Recall that filters are a 
closed under finite intersections and use Proposition 3.2.) 

But ( X CZ/) ,T(2(11 » and (X(u'a> ,T(l/~)) are just the strict filter 

extensions of (X,T) based on the sets of free minimal u'-Cauchy 

and Va-Cauchy filters, respectively, as shown by Proposition 

3.13. Since these latter sets are equal, 

(X('/,/) ,T(2fll)) (X(/('a) ,T(1(:)), for each a e: A, I I 



Another completion can be obtained in the manner 

described in Proposition 2,31, 

Theorem 3,18. Let (X,7/) be a para-uniform space and 

let ll = {V(H) IV & 'ti#, X £ H 5 X(f/)}, where VCH) V n (HxH). 

Then efl is a basis for a para-uniformity 11+ on X<2/), (X(2/),U+) 

is a completion of (X,U), (X(2/),T(t/+)) is a simple extension 

Proof. By Propositions 2. 31 and 3. 12, fl is a basis for 

a para-uniformity on X(t/), (X(!/), T(2r')) is a simple extension 

of (X,T(U)), T(Zt'+) T('t/#)+ and T('l/#) T('t/+)#, Thus it only 

remains to prove that (X(Z/),T(Y+)) is a completion of (X,Y). 

But it is clear that 2/~ = 'l/, from the definitions of y# and y+. 

On the other hand, if,!/ is a free filter on X(2/), 

then 1/ contains a free minimal ?/-Cauchy filter .'.1, since 

xxx & y+. But { F u {3} IF & ~} is a T ( z,+ )-neighborhood base 

at .'.ft, by Proposition 3,13 and the facts that X & T(Y+) and 

T(2/+) T('ll#)+. Thus ,U converges to :fi in (X(?/) ,T(2t+)), since 

-.:1,s implies Fu <.:1} & )I for each F & .7L Therefore, l/ is not 

free, a contradiction. So there are no free u+-cauchy filters 

on X('l/) and cx(t/),')J+) is complete, hence a completion of cx,1/>,II 

In view of certain results in uniform space theory, it is 

natural to ask about the extension of functions into complete 

para-uniform spaces. This is the subject of the following 

theorem. 

uniform case. 

The results are not quite as nice as in the 



A filter base is Cauchy if the filter it generates is. 

Theorem 3.19. Let CY,o) be an extension of CX,T), let 

'+S 

CZ,r/) be a complete para-uniform space with p T CW) , and let 

f: CX,T)+ CZ,p) be a continuous function. Let 'lfbe 

uniformity on Y compatible with a and let 'ti=~-
a para-

Ca) If the filter base {fCG>IG E ox<y>} is W-cauchy, 

for each y E Y - X, then f can be extended to a continuous 

function g: CY,a+)+ CZ,p). 

Cb) If f: cx,V)+ cz,W) is para-uniformly continuous, 

ox<y> is V-cauchy, for each y E Y - X, and fCX)n w0 [z] D, 

for each WE 'W', then f can be extended to a para-uniformly 

continuous function g: CY' c'V*) + )+ C z ,M, where v* is defined 

from 'JI as in Proposition 2.32 and Cf#)+ is defined from r' 
as in Proposition 2.31. 

Proof. Ca): Assume the filter base {fCG)IG E ox<y>} 

is 11-Cauchy, for each y E Y - X. Then, for each y E Y - X, 

there is some wCy) E Z such that the filter generated by 

{fCG)IG E ox<y>} converges to wCy), since cz,'W) is complete. 

Define gCy) = wCy), for y E Y - X, and gCx) 

Then g: Y+ Z is a function. 

Now let y E Y, let HE p<gCy)> and let G 

fCx), for x EX. 

+ By continuity off, GETS a 
+ Thus, if y E x, then GE a <y> 

and gCG)S H. But, if y E Y - X, then there is an FE ox<y> 

such that FS H, by definition of gCy). Then FS G, so GE ox<y>, 

hence G u{y} E o+<y> and gCG U{y}) SH. Thus g: CY,o+)+CZ,p) 

is continuous. 
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Cb): Assume the indicated properties, Let y E Y - X 

and let WE W. Then f- 1 (W) # 0, so f- 1 (W) E '!/. Therefore, 

there is an HE aX<y> such that HxHS f- 1 (W). But then 

f(H)xf(H)S W, so the filter base {f(G) IG E ax<y>} is V-cauchy. 

Thus f can be extended to a continuous function g:(Y,a+)+(Z,p), 

by (a) above. 

Let W E 'Wand U E 'JI such that U 

Then r 1 (U) E 2/, since f(X)nu 0 [z] '# 0, so there is a VE 'Y 
such that V(X) f- 1 (U), Let (x,y) E V#((g- 1 (U)) 0 [Y]), Recall 

that v* V(X)U{(v,w) EYxYIGxGS,V for some GEax<v>nax<w>} 

and v*«g- 1 (U)) 0 [Y]) v* n {(g- 1 (U)) 0 [Y]x(g- 1 (U)) 0 [Y]). If 

(x,y) E V(X), then (g(x),g(y)) Cf(x) ,f(y)) E US W. So 

assume that y E Y - X. Then there is a GE ax<x>n ax<y> such 

that GxGS,V, But then g(x),g(y) E clp(f(G)), by definition 

of g, Since (x,y) E V#((g- 1 (U)) 0 [Y]), U[g(x)] '# 0 # U[g(y)], 

hence there is a p E U[g(x)] n f(G) and a q E U[g(y)] n f(G). 

But then (p,q) EU, so (g(x),g(y)) E U1S W. Therefore, 

V#((g- 1 (U)) 0 [Y]) !:, g- 1 (W). But 

Cg-icw>>o Cg-icu>>o cv*ccg-icu>>ocyJ>>o, 

so g- 1 cw) E <Y*>+, by (US), hence g: (Y,cY*>+)+ cz)/) is a 

para-uniformly continuous extension off. I I 

Remark. If (Z,p) is Hausdorff, or if (Y,a) is Hausdorff 

except for X and clp(f(X)) is Hausdorff except for f(X), in 

the preceding theorem, then the extension g is unique. 

Corollary 3.20. Let (X,"l/), (Y,Y) and (Z,M be para-

uniform spaces' with X £ y' ?/ = rx' X dense in (Y' T <ZI>)' 



and ( Z, 'W> complete. Let f: ( X ,"l/) + ( Z )/) be para-uniformly 

continuous, with f(X) dense in (Z,t(lv)). 

(a) If ,(r)x<y> is i/-Cauchy for each y E Y - X, then 

f can be extended to a para-uniformly continuous function 

g: CY,c'Y*>+>+ cz,'M. 

(b) f can be extended to a para-uniformly continuous 

function h: (X('ll),U+)+ (Z,'W). 

Proof. (a): f(X) dense in (Z,t<A/)) implies that 

f(X) nw 0 [z] fl, since w0 [z] & ,C'J/), for each w & W. The 

conclusion now follows from Theorem 3.l9(b). 

Cb): ".J & xc?/> x implies ,c'21*>x<".1r> =:Jn,Ca'>, by 

Proposition 3.13. Hence ,<Y*>x<-:1> is ?/-Cauchy. But 

(~#)+ = V+, by definition of'J/+, so the conclusion follows 

from (a) above.I I 

2. H-closure. The concept of quasi-H-closure will now be 

introduced and related to para-uniform completeness. 
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Definition 3.21. [PT] Let (X,t) be a topological 

space. A subset S St whose union is dense in (X,t) is a 

proximate cover of X. (X,t) is quasi-H-closed if every open 

cover has a finite subcollection which is a proximate cover. 

A quasi-H-closed space is H-closed if it is Hausdorff. 

Remark. If (Y,o) is an extension of (X,t), then (Y,o) 

is quasi-H-closed if and only if (Y,a*> and (Y,o+) are. 

[cf., IF, Lemma 8, p. 48] 

It is not difficult to show that (X,t) is quasi-H-closed 

if and only if every ,-filter on X has an adherent point. 
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Definition 3.22. Let A be a collection of open filters 

on ex, T) and let y X UA, Then the set Tu {Fu {.1} IF E: -:J & A} 

forms a basis for a topology a on Y such that (Y,a) is an 

extension of (X,T) and ax<y> y for each y & Y - X [see Ba]. 
+ Note that a a, so (Y,a) is a simple extension of (X,T), 

(Y,a) will be called the simple filter extension of (X,T) 

based on~. and (Y,a*> will be called the strict filter 

extension of (X,T) based~~-

It is not difficult to show that (Y,a), in the preceding 

definition, is quasi-H-closed if and only if every free open 

ultrafilter on (X,T) contains one of the filters in A, and 

(y,a#) is Hausdorff except for X if and only if each of the 

filters in A is free and each open ultrafilter on (X,T) con-

tains at most one of the filters in A, 

Definition 3.23. A collection M of open filters on (X,T) 

is called free if it contains only free filters, and is called 

separated if for any two distinct ':J,1/e M there are disjoint 

elements F & 'J, and G & }J. 
Every maximal (in the set inclusion sense) free separated 

set of open filters on (X,T) yields a strict, or simple, quasi-

H-closed extension of (X,T) which is Hausdorff except for X. 

On the other hand, any strict, or simple, quasi-H-closed ext-

ension (Y,a) of (X,T) which is Hausdorff except for Xis iso-

morphic to a strict, or simple, filter extension based on a 

maximal free separated set of open filters on X, namely, the 

set {ax<y>jy & Y - X}, Thus the problem of characterizing the 
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strict quasi-H-closed extensions of (X,t) which are Hausdorff 

except for Xis the precisely the problem of characterizing 

the maximal free separated sets of open filters on (X,t), 

But this is equivalent to characterizing those sets M of free 

open filters on (X,t) such that each free t-ultrafilter con-

tains precisely one of the filters in M. The completions of 

certain para-uniform spaces provide a method for describing 

some of these sets and the extensions obtained from them. 

Definition 3.24. A para-uniform space CX,U), or the para-

uniformity 't/, is totally bounded if for every U E 'JI there is 

a finite collection tl of subsets of X such that X = U {Al A E(/} 

and u {AXA I A E a } £ u. 
Note that the above definition is equivalent to the usual 

definition of totally bounded in case Vis a uniformity, since 

then A£ V[A] for every VE 'l/. Note also that it is equivalent 

to assume 0 ¢ a. 
Proposition 3.25. Let (X,il) be a para-uniform space. 

The following are equivalent. 

(a) (X,~) is totally bounded. 

(b) For every U E ii, there is a finite subset F of X 

such that X urn. 
(c) Every open ultrafilter on (X,t(V)) is Cauchy. 

Proof. (a) implies (b): Assume (a), let U E 1/ and let 

a. be a collection of nonempty subsets of X such that 

X = u{AIA E tl} and u{AxA!A Ea}£ u. Let F be a finite subset 

of X such that F n A '/, 0 for each A E a, Then X = U!FJ, 
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(b) implies Cc): Assume (b), let :1be an open ultrafilter 

on (X,,CV>>, and let U & 'l/. There is a symmetric V & V such 

that V2 S U and v 0 u 0 , and a finite subset F of X such that 

vrn X. Then V[a] is contained in the interior of U[a], 

for each a & F, and any open ultrafilter contains one element 

from any finite proximate cover. Thus U[a] & ,. for some 

a & F, hence 5is Cauchy. 

(c) implies (a): Assume Cc) and let U & 2/. There is a 

symmetric V & V such that V2 £ U and v 0 u0 • If for every 

finite subset F of X, X vrFJ, then the collection 

{X - vrTIIFS X, Fis finite} 

forms a base for an open filter on (X,,CV>> which is then con-

tained in an open ul trafil ter :J- on ( X, T(.i,/)). But then '? is 

Cauchy, so there is an x & X such that V[x] & a contradic-

tion, since X - VIxJ & ;/. Thus there is a finite subset F of 

X such that X = V[FJ, Then X 

U {V[a]xV[a]ja & F} S V2 SU. I I 
U {vtalja & F} and 

Corollary 3.26. A topological space with a compatible 

totally bounded complete para-uniformity is quasi-H-closed. 

Proof. Let (X,2/) be a totally bounded complete para-

uniform space. Then every open ultrafilter on (X,,(2/)) is 

Cauchy, by Proposition 3.25, hence converges, since 'ti is com-

plete. Thus (X,,(Z/)) is quasi-H-closed.j I 
Corollary 3.27. If (X,u') is a totally bounded para-

uniform space, then (X(i/),TCll*>> is quasi-H-closed. 
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Proof. Since 'U is totally bounded, so is 2/*. The corol-

lary now follows from the preceding one, I I 

Proposition 3.28. Every compatible para-uniformity on 

a quasi-H-closed space is complete. 

Proof. Let 'ti be a compatible para-uniformity on the 

quasi-H-closed space (X,t) and let :fr be a Z/-Cauchy filter on X, 

Then contains a minimal ti-Cauchy filter )Y, by Theorem 3. 4. 

But 1/ is an open filter on (X, t), by Proposition 3. 7, hence 

is contained in an open ultrafilter JI. Since (X,t) is quasi-

H-closed, JI converges, hence so does ,1/, by Proposition 3.3. 

Consequently, c_;/, converges, so cx,1/) is complete, I I 

Lemma 3.29. Let (X,t) be a topological space and let a 
be a subbasis fort, For each G £ a, let 

S(G) (GXG) U CCX - G)x(X - G)), 

Then the set,,./= {s(G)jG £ a} is a subbasis for a compatible 

totally bounded para-uniformity on (X,t) with a transitive 

basis. 

Proof. It is clear that S(G) 0, 

A ( G) U ACX - G) S, SC G) 

and S(G) 2 S(G) 

basis for a para-uniformity 'l/ on X, It is also apparent 

that t ct/> = t. since a is a subbasis fort. 

Now let ".J, be a t-ultrafilter on X and let u £ 'lt. Then 

there is a finite subset Y of a such that n{SCG>IG £ y} s. u 

and C n { S CG) I G £ y } ) 0 u0 • For each G £ y , either G £ '::f or 

X - G £ :1; so let H(G) = G if G £ :J, and let H(G) x - G if 



X - G & J. Then H(G)xH(G) S S(G), for each G & y, so 

( n {HCG) IG & y})x( n {HCG) IG & y}) S u. 

But n {H(G) IG & y} & :f, so -:J is ti-Cauchy. Thus (X,t/) is 

totally bounded, by Proposition 3.25. 

The set£ { n {S(G) IG & y} IY is a finite subset of B} 
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is a transitive basis for '2/, that is, B & f8 implies B2 S B. 11 
Theorem 3.30. A topological space is quasi-H-closed 

if and only if every compatible para-uniformity is complete. 

Proof. Proposition 3.28 is one implication and the 

other follows from Lemma 3.29 and Corollary 3.26. I I 

In uniform space theory, a uniform space whose completion 

is compact is sometimes called precompact. For uniform spaces, 

this is equivalent to totally bounded, but a quasi-H-closed 

space may well have a compatible para-uniformity which is not 

totally bounded. A concept analogous to precompact is the 

subject of the next definition. 

Definition 3.31. A para-uniform space (X,1/) is pre-H-

closed if every free T(U)-ultrafilter is !/-Cauchy. 

Proposition 3.32. Let (X,V) be a para-uniform space. 

Then (X(~),TCV*>> is quasi-H-closed if and only if (X,2() is 

pre-H-closed. 

Proof. If (X(U),TCU*>> is quasi-H-closed and :J, is a free 

T Cu')-ul trafilter on X, then :.1 has a minimal 2/-Cauchy filter)/ 

as an adherent point in (X('l/), T (// #)). But then .b S 7, by the 

properties of open ultrafilters and Proposition 3.13, hence ::f 

is l/-Cauchy, Thus (X,?/) is pre-H-closed. 



Conversely, if Cx,Zh is pre-H-closed, then every open 

ultrafilter,,.bon (X(2/),T(yi/)) either converges or induces a 

free T(Z')-ultrafilter :Jon X, which then contains a free 

minimal V-Cauchy filter. But then :'.fr has an adherent point 

in (X(!/) ,T(2,' 11 », hence so does /4 since X is dense in 

(X(l/),T<J/#)). Thus every open filter on (X(7/),T(j}'#)) has an 

adherent point, so (X('l/),T(Z/#)) is quasi-H-closed. I I 
Lemma 3.33. Let (Y,a) be an extension of (X,T) and let 

i/ be a compatible para-uniformity on Y and let 2/ ~- If 

ax<y> is 2/-Cauchy, then it is minimal 2/-cauchy, where y c Y. 

Proof. Let G c ax<y>. Then there is a V c Y such that 

y £ V[y] and X n V[y] S, G, and there is a W £ 'JI such that 

W2 S. V, W[y] c a<y> and w0 v0 • LetU W(X). Then 

u[xnw[y]] s. xnW 2 [y] c G. Thus ax<y> is minimal~-cauchy, 

if it is 2/-Cauchy, by Theorem 3.4. I I 
An extension (Y,a) of (X,T) is a quasi-H-closed (or 

H-closed) extension if it is a quasi-H-closed (or H-closed) 

space. 
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Proposition 3.34. Let (Y,a) be a strict quasi-H-closed 

extension of (X,T) which is Hausdorff except for X, and let 7/ 
be a compatible para-uniformity on Y with!/=~- If ax<y> 

is 7/-Cauchy for every y £ Y - X, then (X(Z'),T(2/11 >> is iso-

morphic to (Y,a). 

Proof. By Lemma 3.33, ax<y> is a minimalt/-Cauchy 

filter on X, for each y £ Y - X. Since (Y,a) is Hausdorff 

except for X, ax<y> is free, for each y c Y - X. Each free 



,-ultrafilter contains ax<y> for some y £ Y - X, since (Y,a) 

is quasi-H-closed. Thus (X(2/),,(t/*>> is a strict quasi-H-

closed extension of (X,,) which is Hausdorff except for X 

and has the same trace filters as (Y,a). Therefore 

(X(t/),,(2/*>> is isomorphic to (Y,a). I I 
Let (X,,) be a Hausdorff space and let 2/ be the para-

uniformity on X generated by the set {S(G)IG £,}as sub-

basis (see Lemma 3.29). As noted in Lemma 3.29, 2/ is 

totally bounded and has a transitive basis. Therefore, both 

(Xc2/),,(J,I#)) and (X(2t'),,cJ(+)) are H-closed extensions of 

(X,,), by Corollary 3.27, the remark following Definition 3.21 

and Remark 3 following Definition 3.14. Also, (X(Z/),,cf/#)) 

has relatively zero-dimensional outgrowth, by Proposition 

3.lS(a). It is easy to verify from the definitions that every 

free ,-ultrafilter is minimal t'/-Cauchy, so the extensions 

(X(t/),,d/#)) and (X(Z/),,(2/+)) are the strict and simple 

filter extensions based on the collection of free ,-ultra-

filters on X. The latter was defined by Katetov [Kl] in 

1940 and the former by Fomin [Fo] in the same year. 

(X(i/),,&*>> is now sometimes called the Fomin extension, 

and cxcV>,,<tt+)) is commonly called the Katetov extension. 



CHAPTER 4 

H-CLOSED EXTENSIONS 

It will be shown in this chapter that the quasi-H-closed 

extensions with relatively completely regular outgrowth which 

are Hausdorff except for X are precisely those extensions 

which can be obtained, up to isomorphism, as para-uniform 

completions (XrJ/),?/#) for some totally bounded para-

uniformity 2/, A representative from each isomorphism class 

of strict quasi-H-closed extensions, which are Hausdorff 

except for X, of a given topological space (X,,) will also 

be obtained in this chapter. First, some further results 

concerning relatively zero-dimensional outgrowth. 

Let (X,'t/) be a para-uniform space. The completion 

cxcV>J/*> then yields a quasi-H-closed extension of cx,,<a")) 
which is Hausdorff except for X and has relatively zero-

dimensional outgrowth, if Z/ is totally bounded and has a 

transitive basis, by Proposition 3,15(a), Cc) and Corollary 

3.27. The converse also holds, up to isomorphism, as shown 

in the following theorem, 

Theorem 4.1. Let (Y,o) be an extension of (X,,). The 

following are equivalent. 

(a) (Y,o) is quasi-H-closed, is Hausdorff except for X, 

and has relatively zero-dimensional outgrowth. 

(b) (Y,o) is isomorphic to cxcrl>,,<Y*>>, for some totally 

bounded para-uniformity 1/on X with a transitive basis. 
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Proof. That (b) implies (a) was noted above, so assume 

(a) and let 6 {G £ alG - GS X}. Since (Y,a) has rela-

tively zero-dimensional outgrowth, 6 is a basis for T, More-

over, 6 is closed under finite intersections and G £ 6 

implies Y - G £ 6, [cf,, Fl]. The collection {S(G)IG £ 6}, 

where S(G) is defined as in Lemma 3.29, is a subbasis for a 

compatible totally bounded para-uniformity 'ti on Y which has 

a transitive basis, by Lemma 3.29, Let Z'= Px· Then ti is a 

compatible totally bounded para-uniformity on X which has a 

transitive basis. 

Let y £ Y - X. Then y £ G u(Y - G), for every G £ a 

such that G - GS X, hence ax<y> is Z/-Cauchy. Now (Y~a) is 

a strict extension of (X,T), by Remark 1 following Definition 

3.14. Hence (X(i,/),TCJ/*>> is isomorphic to (Y,a), by Propo-

sition 3.34. Thus (a) implies (b). I I 

An immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1, in view of 

Proposition 3.15(b), is the following corollary. 

Corollary 4.2. Relatively zero-dimensional outgrowth 

implies relatively completely regular outgrowth, for a quasi-

H-closed extension of (X,T) which is Hausdorff except for X. 

Flachsmeyer [Fl] studied H-closed extensions with rela-

tively zero-dimensional outgrowth and noted that, up to iso-

morphism, they could be obtained as filter extensions based 

on the set of maximal filters from a collection of open sets 

called an-basis, (An-basis, on (X,T), is a basis 6 for T 

such that G £ 6 implies X - G £ 6,) Using the idea of a full 
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n-basis, he showed that there is a one-to-one correspondence 

between the full n-bases on (X,T) and the isomorphism classes 

of H-closed extensions of (X,T) with relatively zero-

dimensional outgrowth, for Hausdorff (X,T). (A full n-basis 

may be defined as an-basis a with the property that G £ a if 

every T-ultrafilter containing G contains a subset of G which 

is an element of a.) This gives the result that there is a 

one-to-one correspondence between the isomorphism classes of 

H-closed extensions of (X,T) with relatively zero-dimensional 

outgrowth and the para-uniform completions (X('/J),~#), where 'ti 
is the para-uniformity generated by {S(G)IG £ B} for a full 

n-basis a. 
Note that (X('l/),TCV#)) need not have relatively zero-

dimensional outgrowth, as the existence of Hausdorff com-

pactifications of non-rimcompact Ha\lsdorff space shows. Thus 

the method of para-ur,ifor;n completions yields a larger class 

of H-closed extensions tha11 does the method used by Flachsmeyer 

[Fl], since (XC2/),U#) is the usual uniform completion when 'ti 
is a totally bounded uniformity. 

A characterization, up to isomorphism, of those strict 

quasi-H-closed extensions obtained as para-uniform completions 

is given in the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.3. Let (Y,a) be an extension of (X,T). The 

following are equivalent. 

(a) (Y,a) is quasi-H-closed, is Hausdorff except for X, 

and has relatively completely regular outgrowth. 



(b) (Y,o) is isomorphic to (X('U),t(V*>>, for some 

totally bounded para-uniformity 7,/ on X. 

Proof. That (b) implies (a) follows from Proposition 

3.lS(b), (c) and Corollary 3.27, so assume (a) holds. For 

each y & Y and each G & o<y>, let f(G,y): H(G,y)+ (0,1] be 

a continuous function such that f(G,y)(y) 0 and 

f(G,y)(H(G,y) - G) S {l}, where Y - X £ H(G,y) & a<y> and 

H(G,y) has the subspace topology induced by a. Let 

F {f(G,y)jG & o<y>, y & Y}, and, for each f & F, let H(f) 

be the domain off. For f & F and c5 > O, let 

V(f,o) CY - ITTIT)x(Y- HITT) u {(v,w) & YxYj lfCv) - f(w)I < o}. 

It is clear that V(f,o)- 1 V ( f , c5 ) , V ( f , c5 ) 2 £ V C f , 2 c5 ) and 

H(f)) S V(f,cS). Thus the set vcf,o> 0 t.CH(f)) U t.(Y 
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{V(f,cS)jf & F, c5 > O} is a subbasis for a para-uniformity 1/ 

on Y. Moreover, in view of the definition of V(f,cS) and the 

properties of the unit interval, it is not difficult to 

verify that 'I/ is totally bounded. From the definitions of 

Yand F, a£ tCY). On the other hand, for y & V(f,o)- 1 (Y], 

v c f , o Hy J < v & Y I If c y > - f c v >I < o } r I c ] f c y > - o , f c y > + o c > & a • 

Thus t CY) £ a, so a t Cii) • 

Now let 2/ = rx. If y & Y - X, f & F and c5 > O, then, by 

definition of F, y & V(f,2c5)- 1 (Y] = H(f) 

V(f,cS)(y]xVCf,cS)(y] £ V(f,c5) 2 £ V(f,2o). 

Therefore ox<y> is a2/-Cauchy filter on X, for each y & Y - X. 

But (Y,o) is a strict extension, by Remark 2 following Defi-

nition 3.14, so CXC"l/),t(Z/*)) is isomorphic to CY,a), by 
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Proposition 3.34. I I 

The question naturally arises as to whether there are 

any strict H-closed extensions which do not have relatively 

completely regular outgrowth. Clearly, there are no such 

Hausdorff compactifications, but there are such H-closed exten-

sions, as shown by the following example. 

Let X = {(n,m)jn,m,-m Eli} and let T be the discrete 

topology on X. Let p (0,1), q (0,-1) and 

Y XU {p,q} U {(n,O) In E liL 

For n,k Eli, let G(n,k) {(n,O)} U{(n,m) E XI 1ml > k}, 

let G(p,k) {p} U {(j ,m) E Xjj > k, m E ,!!} and let 

G(q,k) {q} U {(j ,m) E Xjj > k, -m Eli}. Let a be the topol-

ogy on Y generated by 

{{x}lx EX} u{G(n,k)in,k E ,!:!} u{G(y,k)jy E {p,q}, k E !i} 

as basis. Then (Y,a) is a strict H-closed extension of (X,T) 

which does not have relatively completely regular outgrowth 

(p and q cannot be separated by a continuous real-valued 

function on any neighborhood of Y - X). The verification of 

these properties is not difficult and is omitted. 

Attention is now turned to the problem of describing a 

representative from each isomorphism class of strict quasi-

H-closed extensions which are Hausdorff except for X. First, 

some preliminary concepts and results will be discussed. 

Recall from the discussion at the end of the preceding chapter 

that, for a Hausdorff space (X,T), the Katetov extension of 

(X,T) can be viewed as the simple filter extension based on 
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the set of free T-ultrafilters on X. (For the definition of 

simple filter extension, see Definition 3.22.) This extension 

will be denoted by (KX,K), or by KX. Iliadis and Fomin [IF] 

and Porter and Thomas [PT] showed that if (Y,a) is any H-closed 

extension of (X,T), there is a unique continuous surjection 

f: (KX,K)+ (Y,a) such that f(x) x for every x e X. The 

function f is defined on KX - X by f(~) =ye Y such that 

ax<Y> S 'y. The same property holds, with the function defined 

in the same way, for an arbitrary topological space (X,T), if 

(KX,K) is the simple filter extension of (X,T) based on the 

set of free T-ultrafilters on X and (Y,a) is a quasi-H-closed 

extension of (X,T) which is Hausdorff except for X. If the 

cardinality of f- 1 (y) is greater than one for some ye Y - X, 

where f is the indicated continuous surjection of KX onto Y, 

then y is called a multiple point of the extension (Y,a). 

Lemma 4.4. Let (Y,a) be a quasi-H-closed extension of 

(X,T) which is Hausdorff except for X and let f: (KX,K)+ (Y,a) 

be the continuous surjection such that f(x) x for all x e X. 

Then T u (f- 1 (y)) is a basis for T, for each ye Y - X. 

Proof. Let ye Y - X and let x e Ge T. Then, since 

ax<Y> S: n (r 1 (y)), there is a B e T<X> and an F € n (f- 1 (y)) 

such that BOF l'l. But then BOG e T<x> - U (r 1 (y)). Thus 

T U (f- 1 (y)) is a bacds for T, since it is closed under 

finite intersections. I I 
Theorem 4.5. Let (Y,a) be a quasi-H-closed extension of 

(X,T) which is Hausdorff except for X, let f: (KX,K)+ (Y,a) 
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be the continuous surjection such that f(x) x for all x & X, 

and let y & Y - X. Then there is a totally bounded para-

uniformity 'l/ = 'J/(y) on X which has a transitive basis and 

satisfies the following conditions. 

(a) ax<y> & X(V) - x. 
(b) xcf> {ax<y>} KX - rl(y). 

(c) The function f can be continuously factored through 

Proof. By Lemma I+. i+, , - u u- 1 (y)) is a basis for , , 

so a aX<y> U (, U (f- 1 (y))) is a subbasis for,. Let 

'ii= 't/(y) be the para-uniformity on X with {S(G)IG & a} as 

subbasis, where S(G) is defined as in Lemma 3.29. Then 2/ is 

totally bounded and has a transitive basis, by Lemma 3.29. 

(a): Every -r-ultrafilter on Xis ~-Cauchy, by Propo-

sition 3.25. Let 'Jr be a ,-ultrafilter such that f<::h y, 

i.e. , ax<y> £ :r, and let ,,,J' be the minimal t/-Cauchy filter 

contained in ~- For G & ax<y>, S(G) [G] G, so ax<y> £.b, 
by Theorem 3.1+. Now let B & T - U (r 1 (y)). Then y cl0 (B) 

and, therefore, X - cl,(B) X n(Y - cl 0 (B)) & ax<y>. Then 

S(B)[x] & ax<y> for x & X - cl,(B), so ax<y> is 2/-cauchy. 

But then ax<y> is a free minimal l/-Cauchy filter, hence is 

an element of X(2/) X. 

(b): Let :;j & KX - X such that fc:1,) 'I- y. Then '::f is 

U-Cauchy, as noted above, so let F & :f. Since~ t f- 1 (y), 

there is a B & ::;; and a G & ax<y> such that B nG = ii. Then 

B n F & ;:;., B n F & T - U ( r l ( y)) and S (B n F) [ B n F] B n F £ F • 
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Therefore -:Jr is a free minimal ti-Cauchy filter on X, by Theorem 

3.4, hence is an element of X(l/) - X. Thus 

X(Z/) KX - r 1 (y). 

(c): Let g: (icX,K)+ (X(Y),T(~+)) be the continuous sur-

jection such that g(x) x for all x EX. Define 

f(p) for p E X(f) - {aX<y>}, 

y. It is easy to verify that his continuous, 

and it is obvious that hg = f. I I 
Definition 4.6. Let C be a collection of para-uniformities 

on X. A filter on Xis C-Cauchy if it is 21-Cauchy for some 

1/ EC. If each para-uniformity in C is compatible with the 

topology ton X, then a C-completion of (X,T) is an extension 

(Y,a) of (X,t) such that every C-Cauchy filter on X has a 

a-adherent point in Y. 

For a collection C of para-uniformities on X, each com-

patible with the topology t, let M(C) be the set of free C-

Cauchy filters on ( X, t). A filter is said to meet a filter 

,// if, for every F e -:.J and G E )f, F n G 21. Call two filters 

-:f,,,,l/ E M(C) contiguous if there is a finite subset 

!:11. I 1 i n} S M(C) such that :.J = -:I_, JI= -:fr and "5. meets 1 n l. 

-:1. for l < i < n. It is not difficult to verify that the 
i+l 

relation of being contiguous partitions the set M(C); the 

elements of this partition will be called contiguity classes. 

For :J e M(C), let md) be the filter which is the intersection 

of all the filters in the contiguity class containing :Ji Note 

that mO) is at-filter, for each JE M(C), since every 
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C-Cauchy filter contains a C-Cauchy t-filter. 

For (X,t), C, M(C) and m0) as above, let (C(X),C(t)) be 

the strict filter extension (see Definition 3.22) of (X,t) 

based on the set {md) i:'Je: M(C)}. Note that if -:J e: M(C), 

then m(:1) is a C(t)-adherent point of ':-1 in X(C). This yields 

the following proposition. 

Proposition 4.7. Let C be a collection of para-

uniformities on X, each compatible with the topology t. Then 

(C(X),C(t)) is a C-completion of (X,t). 

Now (C(X),C(t)) will be quasi-H-closed if and only if 

for each free t-ultrafilter ::Ion X there is a filter.,,J'e: M(C) 

such that m<J/) £ :J, as is easily verified. Moreover, it is 

not difficult to see that (C(X),C(t)) is Hausdorff except 

for X if and only if the set {md)i:1 e: M(C)} is free and 

separated (see Definition 3.23). Some other sufficient con-

ditions are given in the following proposition. 

Proposition 4.8. Let C be a collection of para-

uniformities on X, each compatible with the topology t. 

(a) (C(X),C(t)) is quasi-H-closed if each free 

t-ultrafilter on Xis C-Cauchy. 

(b) (C(X),C(t)) is Hausdorff except for X if for each 

':/e: M(C) there is a finite subset A of the contiguity class 

containing -:J, such that mcf) n u,'j,.U e: A}. 

Proof. (a): This follows from the preceding paragraph, 

since m0) S, for each -:1 e: M(C). 



(b): Assume that 7, £ MCC) implies there is a finite 

subset A of the contiguity class containing Jr such that 

m(.:it) n {)'µ'e A}. Let ':J. £ M(C) and let x £ X. Let 

A {~11 i n} be a finite subset of the contiguity class 

containing :J such that m(~) = n V/IJ/ £ A}. By definition of 

M(C), for 1 < i < n there is a Gi e)/ and an Hi E: T<x> such 

that G. n H. fl. Then H n{H-11< i < n} £ T<x>, 
l. l. l. - -

G u {Gi I 1 < i < n} E: md> and G n H = fl, Thus mc:t) is a 

free filter on (X,T). 

Now let :J,:1 £ M(C) such that mO) m('.1). Let 

A {1/., I 1 < i < n > and B u 11 < j < m} be finite subsets 
l. - - J -

of the contiguity classes of :1 and 7, respectively, such that 

6'+ 

n ~JP e A} and m(~) n ~I,/ e B}. Since mC:h m(:1), 

does not meet~; for 1 < i < n and 1 < j m. Let 

1 j m. Then for 1 < i n, there is a Gi £~ and an 

Sie,/jsuchthatGinsi fl. Thens n{sill~i~n}e~, 

G u {Gili i n} £ md> and Sn G fl. Thus~ does not 

meet mG), for 1 j < m. A similar argument now shows that 

m(:fr> does not meet m<1>, i.e., there is an F £ md) and a 

T £ md> such that FnT = fl. Thus the set {m<:1'>1.1re M(C)} 

has been shown to be free and separated, so (C(X),C(T)) is 

Hausdorff except for X. I I 
An immediate consequence is the following corollary. 

Corollary 4.9. Let C be a collection of para-uniformities 

on X, each compatible with the topology T, 



(a) (C(X),C(T)) is quasi-H-closed if each V £ C is 

pre-H-closed (see Definition 3.31). 

Cb) (C(X),C(T)) is Hausdorff except for X if m(:1) is 

C-Cauchy for each :f. £ MCC). 
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The isomorphism classes of strict quasi-H-closed exten-

sions which are Hausdorff except for X can now be described 

as C-completions for certain collections C. 

Theorem 4.10, Let (Y,a) be a quasi-H-closed extension 

of (X,T) which is Hausdorff except for X. Let 

C (/)Cy) IY £ y X}, where Z/(y) is defined as in the proof 

of Theorem 4,5, 

(a) (C(X),C(T)) is a quasi-H-closed extension of (X,T) 

which is Hausdorff except for X. 

(b) C(X) X 

(c) There is a to?ology p on CCX) such that 

C(T) Sp£ C(T)+ and (C(X),p) is isomorphic to (Y,a). 

Proof. (a): By Theorem 4.5, Vey) is pre-H-closed, so 

(C(X),C(T)) is quasi-H-closed, by Corollary 4,9(a). As 

shown in the proof of Theorem 4,5, ax<y> £ MCC) for Y £ Y - X. 

For each :J, £ M(C), there is a y £ Y X such that ax<y> is 

a subset of~ Since (Y,a) is Hausdorff except for X, this 

implies that for each 7£ M(C), there is a y £ Y - X such 

that m(J') ax<y> £ M(C), Thus (C(X),C(T)) is Hausdorff 

except for X, by Corollary 4,9(b), 

(b): This follows from the proof of (a) above. 
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(c): Leth: (C(X),C(t))+ (Y,a#) be defined by h(x) X 

for x EX and h(ax<y>) y for y E Y - X. Then his clearly 

an isomorphism, since (C(X),C(t)) and (Y,a#) are both strict 

extensions of (X,t) with the filter traces {ax<y>ly E Y - X}. 

But a# S. a S. a+, C(t) £ C(t)+, and, of course, 

h: (C(X),C(t)+)+ (Y,a+) 

is an isomorphism. Thus there is a topology p on C(X) such 

that C(t) S. PS C(t)+ and h: (C(X) ,p)+ (Y ,a) is an iso-

morphism. 11 

Note that, in the preceding theorem, if (Y,a) is a 

strict extension of (X,t), then (C(X),C(t)) is isomorphic 

to (Y,a). 

The results of this paper are, of course, directly 

applicable to H-closed extensions of Hausdorff spaces, since 

an extension of a Hausdorff space (X,t) is an H-closed 

extension if and only if it is a quasi-H-closed extension 

which is Hausdorff except for X. 

Problems. l. This paper provides a method for describing 

the strict and simple quasi-H-closed extensions of (X,t) 

which are Hausdorff except for X. An interesting question 

that arises asks how to describe those extension topologies 

lying between the strict and simple extension topologies, for 

a given quasi-H-closed extension. 

2. As was indicated previously, there is a set of para-

uniformities on (X,t) which is, in a natural way, in one-to-

one correspondence with the set of isomorphism classes of 
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quasi-H-closed extensions of (X,,) which are Hausdorff except 

for X and have relatively zero-dimensional outgrowth. It 

might be useful to describe a set of para-uniformities on 

(X,,) which includes the above and is, in a natural way, in 

one-to-one correspondence with the set of isomorphism classes 

of quasi-H-closed extensions of (X,,) which are Hausdorff 

except for X and have relatively completely regular outgrowth. 

3. This paper has pointed out the class of pre-H-closed 

para-uniformities as having completions which are of interest. 

What other classes of para-uniformities have completions which 

are of interest? For example, is it possible to obtain the 

noncompact regular-closed extensions of regular Hausdorff 

spaces as such completions; or the noncompact Urysohn-closed 

extensions of Urysohn spaces? (Regular-closed means closed 

in every regular Hausdorff space in which embedded. Urysohn-

closed is defined similarly.) 

4. The concepts of relatively zero-dimensional out-

growth and relatively completely regular outgrowth lead to the 

idea of relatively regular outgrowth. An extension (Y,o) of 

(X,,) has relatively regular outgrowth if for every y & Y and 

every G & o<y> there are B,H & o<y> such that Y - X £Hand 

clH(Bn H) £ G. Then, of course, a natural question is whether 

or not there is a structure similar to the para-uniform struc-

- ture whose completions, in a natural way, yield those quasi-

H-closed extensions of (X,,) which are Hausdorff except for X 

and have relatively regular outgrowth. 
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